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». ABSTRACT
This Is a descriptive and evaluative report on ten country programs 
which illustrate AID approaches to human resource development. It 
is a sequel to a concept paper.on human resources which suggested 
actionable AID programs to fulfil the goal of "creating new options 
for the populace."

.
Based on interviews of twoc^ozen AID offleerswho were nominated
by their peers as experts <<fii one or liiore countries, this study 
searched for general principles r>(e4ayjt.ed in specific country-settings 
where AID programs existed for at least a decade. The report on each 
country includes a brief summary of the size and scope of>V.S. 
assistance, as well as a comment about its 'significance to the 
country's overall development scheme.. For purposes of comparison 
the ten cases are divided into three categories: large program and 
moderate population, large program and large population, and moderate
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program.

The study concludes that most programs lacked focus in trying to 
improve the human condition, both the material and mental well-being 
of the majority were considered beyond the reach of AID programs. 
This Is evident.in the lack of .int e.res t, until recently, in data

and otheron rural employment. Income distribution, nutrition, 
measures' of equity within the society %!
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CA® STUDIES IN AID CCHTRIBUTIOHS TO HUMAN BESCWECE DEVEIDIMEST 
By John Badgley*

%

’ This is a report on ten country programs vhlch illustrate AID 
approaches to human resource developnent. It Is a sequel to the 
paper "A Concept of Human Resources Suggesting Actlonahle AID Programs," 
a statement of my approach to the subject. That paper prescribed: "the 
human repource ccmponent of developnient projects should be essentially 
concerned with creating new options for the populace." I assume that 
"human resource" is a quality enabling individuals to create and order 
.culture, denoting an open-ended process with no ultimate goal to the 
process except as may be determined by successive generations of spokes- , 
men in each state. The paper concludes^that two decades of experience 
in development planning teach that improvements which really offer 
"new options" persist only Insofar as they are institutionalized within 
the society. By dredging the memories of those With substantial field 
experience, this report offers a preliminary evaluation of AID contri

butions to such Institutionalization.
We interviewed two dozen AID officers, who were notated by their 

peers as people with substantial expertise in one or more couptrles. 
Criteria for their selection also included specialist knowledge of a

,r
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branch of some human resource program aJ3d a rapervisory role which gave
Our method was determined by our

*:
eral perspective as,well.them a

object, t'e establish some general principles if possible, theref^e we 
sought nominees from diverse countries on each continent vbere AID*has i

operated. We limited our selection to people in the Washington area at 
the time, a financiaJ. constraint. Ten country cases were finally chosen, 
althou^ some with expert knowledge of six sidditional countries were also 
interviewed.** The selection was weighted towards Asia becausejnore Amer- 
.ican assistance has flowed in that direction. For example, Korea, Taiwan,

f

j
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■ * With the assistance of Raymond Aheam and Marcle Berman. The Education 
and Human Resource Division, AID, provided support for this project, "

' and the author-is indebted to James Singletary for his encouragement.
■ The views expressed in this study are not to be construed as AID policy, 

although quotations are ixa^sonal opinions of experienced officials. ^

** Cases include Afganistan, Brazil', India, Indonesia, Kenya, Korea, Pak
istan, Taiwan,' Thailand, and Vietnam; with Morocco, Nepal, Nigeria, 
Panama, Peru, and Turkey as references.
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and Pakistan have each absorbed more assistance than has latln America, 
This reflects a long-standing policy to support

India,

iLfrica, or the Middle Biet.

those states of strategic Importance on the Sino-Soviet periphery during the

-■ -

¥ Cold War. Additionally, in terms of sheer numbers there was a hmnanitarian 
I • argument for' the policy since Asia has over half the world's population.

The report on each country includes a brief summary of the size and scope
■

of U.S. assistance, as well as a coranent about its significance to the country's

Evaluative statements by the respondents form theoverall development scheme, 
substance of each cases here we adhere as closely as feasible to the context of 

the discuss^n when quoting, 

views nor our

Each official spoke privately,. and neither their

report represents government policy. Moreover, the views expressed ^ 

about any country are a conposite of perceptions-and do not necessarily repre-

This is more of a heuristic exercise;sent the views of any individual nominee, 
with tlie modest goal of stating in cogent form sdiat many already taiow, perhaps 
in a more disjointed fashion. Frequently the greatest virtue in a systematicf

enquiry is that it states more forcibly what is already common sense to specialist
divided into three categories:For purposes of conparison the ten cases 

Type Oge, Large Program and Moderate Population (Korea, Taiwan, Thailand, and 

Vietnm); Type Two, Large Program and Large Population (Brazil, India, Indonesia, 
and Pakistan); and Typo 'Three, Moderate Program (Afghanistan and Kenya). *For 

of occasional contrast six other countries are considered, ranging

are

purposes 
in size from 1.5 to 70 million.

Ow statistics on U.S. assistance are derived from the time-series "Overseas _ 

Loans.and Grants, 1973" irtiich are prepared by AID annually for budget purposes. 
Welfare data are taken from the United Nations' Statistical Tearbook, 197? 
while education statistics come from UNESCO's Statistical Yearbook, 1971:^

The World Bank's working paper. Urbanization, (June 1972) is our reference 

for urb^ trends.
•/-

:■
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*A large program indicates an overall contribution in excess of $500 million, while 
■ a noderate one is $50 - 500 million. A large population indicates more' than 100 mill: 
by 1973 while a moderate population is in the 10 - 50 million range. Vfe recognize th.-

smaller than any we have used for cases.- - -

■

the vast majority of countries are now
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Large Program and Moderate 
Population

Republic of Korea I9U6 - 1972
The United States has provided Korea with oirer eleven billion dollars 

* in public assistance during this twenty-seven year period. Approximately
half was for econcmic assistance, $5.6 billion, of idiich nearly three

/
. billion sustained AID and predecessor agency activities. The remaining 

$2.6 billion was for the Title I and II Food For Peace program, which 
made an important contribution to the nutrition of the entire population.

' AID budgets averaged about $125 million an^ally between 1962 and I967, 
an amount cut by two-thirds since that time. Another significant trend 
is the shift from a predominately grant program in the '50s and '60s 
to loan-based support on a much smaller scale in the '70s (in 1972 
$26.5 million of the $30 million program was in loans). While some 

' ar^e that both the Korean and' Vietnamese assistance jirograms are so 
' atypical as to be useless lessons because of the devastating wars; the 

Korean experience does support the basic premise of this report, that 
change will persist if deeply institutionalized. Jn th*: Korean instance 
improvements are most-evident in the eooncmij and educational sectors, 
while the abnipt return to autocratic rule in 1972 suggests that in the 
social and political arenas the movement away from traditional modes of 
life are less well founded.

. The budgetary significance of American assistance is revealed in a 
comparison of government revenue to the AID program. As recently as 
1966 total U.S. public support equalled the domestic revenue of $500 
million, and the AID program alone accounted for nea:^ $150 million.
Yet in terms of dependence the Korean government was better off than over 
the previous two decades for the trend towards economic autonoiry was ad

vancing .
supi>ort totalled $860 million, nearly three-fourths of which was military. 
Jhe AID program of $30 million was relatively miniscule compared to annual

. *

'
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By‘1972 revenues approximated $2.5 billion, while overall U.S.

t
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budgets in the '50's, affirming that one major American objective, a 
self-sustaining growth economy, had been accomplished

However an expanding GNP was only one of^ several U S goals, 
others being i>romotion of stability and democirscy in a free society 
as well as self-reliance in security matters.

to believe thaj; these latter objectives have not been achieved, 
and within the interstices of these sectors isJu^. resource develop-

^^^^Hnor categorical

\

There are substantial
reasons

ment To provide perspective for this relati 
program, consider the general approach AID has taken to the human re-
source sector . Most economic aid in all recipient countries has been
offered in two categories by AID, program and project assistance

assistance consists of the transfer of resources in the form of
Pro-»:

gram

"commodities and primarily, finmces imports, while project assistance deals
with specific undertakings which are divided into two types, capital and 
technical assistance (TA). In the official
sustained by the technical assistance program which was funded at the

resources are

four to.six million doJiar lever over the past decade in Korea, 
in tTim, con^lemented the specific economic objectives of monetary stabil-

r.owever

It,

iration, industrialisation, and self-sufficient food production., 
by our criteria, not only TA but the Food For Peace program contributed 
even more directly to human resources by improving the quality of the 

■ diet through measurable increases in cereal and protein intake.

Officials interviewed recognized that TA primarily influenced the
V

human resource .cora]ponent indirectly, for most of the projects aimed at 
'a demonstration effect. Production of food and agriculture, power, in

dustry and mining, transport, health and seinitation, education public •

administration, housing, and private enterprise were all areas of TA 
activity, but with their budget allocations they could scarcely expect

Indeed, it can be argued-that capitalto directly influence these areas, 
loan funds had more immediate impact for they financed construction.

■*,

provided incentive for Koreans to reform management practices, and
These factors had, ■ " for Americans to Invest in the private sector.

real impact on government revenues, which rose substantially and per

mitted a leap in education budgets, then a doubling in numbers of teachers
and classrooms with proportionate enrillment increases between 1955 and 

Korea now has a position second only to .Japan in East Asia in1970.

terms of the percentage of primary and secondary age population actually

z
V •
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But other public services in^jroved less substantially des-inischbol.

pite budget increases, and AIB projects in these fields have hfid less 
measurable success. For example in housing, 270,000 additional units
were built between i960 and 1970, yet the population increased by 4.3 
million causing an actual decline in the qiiality of housing if one uses 

asure of occupants per roran. The problem is most 
ere 3v^ of the population resided in slums! with no 

municipal control in 1^0, with an annual Increase of 8% to be expected.
The priority of this sort of social problem is rated lower by the 

nominees whom we interviewed than is the priority for econcmlc ^owth.
They saw progress in that sector is critical and attributed/to a suc

cessful AID approach.to the problem in the early '60s. They' contend 
that the American-Korean relationship has been extraordinary for non- 
communist Korean leaders were quite susceptible to U.S. influence; 
nonetheless after a decade of deep involvement by the late '50s the 
Koreans had great lack of confidence in the American commitment, and 
consequently in their own ability to cope with their problems. There

fore the AID mission determined to focus on the task of encouraging Koreans

\ ■

-

f

to recognize their own achievements, capabilities, and potential.
Building confidence was a cumulative process, and the critical test

came, according to one official, with the entrance of Japanese aid and ■ 
investment in large mounts by the mid-sixties. Latent Korean fears of 
Japan were overcame by confidence in their ability to control their own 
economy. The groundwork for that confidence was laid between I963 and 
1965 when these steps were taken to fit the economy into the international 
system in a competitive fashion: the exchange rate was transformed into 
a floating system which in turn'permitted removal of trade controls, ex-

New staff groups were cre-port expansion, and new monetaiy management, 
ated for continual policy analysis and decision-recommendations at the 

■ ■ ministerial level, which permitted active management of monetary policy.
The money supply, money market, and interest rat9s were all problems V 
faced during this period, whiSh subsequently had a profound effect on'

To recite thisexports, national savings, and on government revenues, 
litany of improvements in financial institutions does not measure theirt
influence-on the econony, which can only be taken by-reviewing the data.
The value of Korea's exports nearly doubled every two years after 1964, . 
and imports rose even more precipitously giving a trade deficit of $1.2 ^

*
■■ I
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bmion"ln 1969. In thi same five year period industrial producticm
output tripled, while ONP per capita rose $70 or nearly U3^. These .

and

power
trends have continued in the ’708 which is the basis for our ncminees■ffi
optimism about Korea's economic future.

It would seem that AID'S primary goal was economic growth, but more
impor«*l’ for our purposes is an explanation for the relative failure in 
other si*eres, educational improvements notwithstanding.
Ojung Hee saw increase in the GNP as the key goal in developnent, and 
felt that free speech and political choice, or serious.improvements in

While-there

President Park

- . mass welfare was something that-would eventually follow.
about income distribution and inflation(tl^'f-

was concern in the press
consvnner price index rose more rapidly than in all other Asian states 
but Laos and Vietnam), most Koreans were suspicious of-,other alternatives

uncertain of the properrole for
t* *■i

than the system Park directed. They 
opposition parties,,and particularly suspicious of dependence upon local 
initiatives. The long heritage of central draninance under the Yi Dynasty 

colonialists imbued officials apd much of the public

were

. /
■ I

I and the Japanese 
with the
suited to the center. Consequently there has been, little local air op-

attitude that tax poUectionand revenue allocation was a task

position involvement in the planning process.
What reformulation of institutional functions has occurred reflects

For example, farmer co-Korean -values, in the -view of our respdndents.

• cq)i!ratives were a priority item for AIB, yet the Korean government trans

formed them into agricultural associations dominated by the center with
- While U.S. Influence over thiscontrol over minute farmer decisions, 

same sector in Japan was comparable, such cooperatives flourished, yet
reluctant to abandon this authoritarian feature in their■ -the Koreans were 

lives. "The situation correlates highly with the persistent system of
familial hierachy, and the other side of the coin accounts for the flour

ishing economy for Korean^knodtg each others' values well, operate in a 
financial log-rolling fc^hion which permits efficient production within

The main reason for such productivity is the

■ i

a m}ileu of corruption." 
rel^ively low labor cost for skilled workers, highly motivated by 
increasing benefits despite the raging pollution around Seoul, the .
crowded housing, and the soaring Inflation.

-•
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The substantial vote awarded the oppositicm in the last general—
1election apparently reflected more discontent with eacisting conditions 

than a determination to change the military-dominated, autarchic
Once President Park disbanded Parliament, abandoned

!

Style of governance, 
the Constitution, inqprisoned his foes in politics, the academy, and the

/* .. press, the public revealed no stomach for continued apposition. The 
.lassitude eoqiressed when political rights were removed is partially 
expledned by Korean culture according to one AH) official. The coxmtry- 
is small beside its three giant neighbors, China, Russia, and Japan. It

is homogeneous, geographically unified, and predicated upon a superior-
littlesubordinate relationship in both social and language structur^. 

has changed in this sense in either North or South Korea, according to
tWs view. - There Jr's an abiding awareness of sec\irity threat, or the un-
certainty of thp American relationship, and conviction that eventually

Few have questioned thethe country must swim alone in dangerous seas, 
onerous demands upon young men for militsiry service, for example, and the

i

expensive'amy, and air force is an unchallenged budget item. Finally, the
Korea for dcmination over 
prepared to-challenge

■al government when it evokes that.issue to legitimize its actions.

overwhelming awareness of competition dA||^Orlh
. ali the,Korean peoples is so o

thi

SUMMARY
The Korean case is a prime' example of a large program operating in 

a country of moderate size, suggesting substantial influence ui)on the 
developnent pi^cess. 
product (five-folil increase in the past decade)» education (doubled enroll
ments in- a fifteen year period), nutrition (protein pejr.capita increase . 
20i and caloric increase of l8^6 in seven ji^ars); yhile itUs scarcely 
demonstrable in such areas as housing, water supply, public transport, 
and many welfare.amenities. Fibally, AID programs seem to have' had no

I

measurable influence on political life. The record is -mixed and what

Tha't influence is measurable in terms of the national '

one's opinions about the purpose of development are will largely determine
one's conclusions about the success or failure of AID contributions to--

The'most significant .new "option"human resource development in Korea, 
available for Koreans is in the societal change from a predominantely

populac^ ^.?n°6ther societies such movementrural to a majority urban 
has resulted in substantiallijr more amenities and greater participation 
in public life by larger fi^bportlons of people. Whether that will be 
the case in Korea 4^ a moot issue, our answer will come only after
several decades.
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TAIWAN
(Republic of China),

1946-1972I:
Assistance to Taiwan amounts to half of the Korean total, slightly

of which '$3.1 billion) 
Since the bulk of Americait aid 

on the mainland.

'■ ■■■■ ■ ■'I five billion dollars, nearly tiro thirdsf ' over

has been spent for military programs, 
to the Republic of China from 1946 to 1948 was spent

has really been in effect for three years less time
- ■

the Taiwan program 
Korean. Purthennore, 31)6 of the economic assistance loans have

been repaid coii?)ared to less thanl3)6 in the Korean case, .although per 
capita support is $121 in '^alwan and $l60 in Korea, at 1973 population

As with per capita GNPlevels, for the total program in each instance, 
comparisons, these figures represent more iaccurately the significance of

AID itself has been out ofU.S. aid in terms of its potential Influence, 
operation in Taiwan for the past decade, the important period of assist-

' '^^Ihall Plan and Mutual Securitybeing from 19^9 to 1961^-^ance
t-Imgort Bai* loans and Food for Peace 

have constituted the U.S.
Act eras'. Since that time Eicport

(the latter in the 1961programs 
assistance prc<gram.

The emthasis of Anerican assistance to Taiwan has i>een^on_^cg^
However most of the/

I • ^

and economic development, as was the case in Korea.
allocated for creation of hydro-electric power and heavy in- . 

little ifficial n.s. investment in education or other 
human resources.- For example, very few

^ budget was
dustry, there was 
sectors directly related to 
professional educators were in the U.S. mission, the predominent skills 
being prodect writing, auditing, and other such "paper pushing" tech-

nominees that Taiwan had an
i

There was consensus among ourniques.
High level manpowerabundance of human resources, for two reasons.

available because of the substantial number of mainland Chinese 
with university education and management experience, while the Tai- 

had forty years expejfience under the Japanese in the modern-
What was, essential to make

WEtS

. wanese

ization of their agricultural practices.
American assistance policy a succesb was mutual trust so the U.S.
would supply the wherewithal for the Chinese who already had the know-how.

. j
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While both of our respohd^ts agreed that there was compatabHitiSr- -—

between the Chi^se and Merlcans, both in goeas and in operations, they 
differed somewhat in esiiJiasis as to how this success was achieved.- The 
Joint Committee on Rural Reconstruction (JCRR) wsis cited as an exemplary 

- institution in this context, for the three Chinese and two American mem

bers truly worked to resolve all conflicts, relating to one .another on an 
intimate daily basis. There was joint respect and understanding on the JCRR 
which established the pattern for relations between eOl Americans and the 
counterparts. Furthermore, there was intellectual rapport between the 
mission director eind the Governor, the Ministers'c^ Education and Finance . 
and with the' provincial heads, following a principle of direct contact 
with project sponsors and managers on the part of the JCRR staff.

A second view held that .the collaboration weis effective because 
the pragmatism of the Chinese and hot s^o much the mutual sensitivity, 

which was more "mutual" on the Chinese side. The island leadership 
courted the Americans Vor political, economic, and sotial reasons. They 
inundated the U.S. technicians -with flattery while propagandizing them 
through the only English language newspaper with anti-communist liter

ature. When combined with the predominance of a large and conservative 
U.S. military-intelligence cranmunity the milieu was such that most civil

ian Americans as well were converted to the Chiang Kai-shek’cause. It 
was„the mood of the time to minimize conflict and emphasize harmony, - and , 
the KMT government was totally rational in seeking that end.'- For example,' . 
a major cri-beria- for promotioh of Chinese b\ireaucrats was their effective

ness in working with .Americans.
Whatever the motive, the enthusiasm, and confidence at tlje^ighest 

level filtered down to the lowest technician and contributed to rapid 
change and improvemehts in almost all sectors! One officidl attributed 
this more to the windfall effect of the Japanese colonial policy, which 

• prepared Taiwan's farmers to be self-rpliant and innovati-ve. It is 
illustrative that the farmers' associations which remained so centralized 
in Korea, became the backbone for local solptions to Irrigation, credit, 
marketing, arid even urban development. These community cooperatives 
admi.-.iStered the land reform programs as well, which was the basis for 
subsequent modernization. Additionally, the Japanese left a heritage 
of health-care centers which became the basis for a slgniflcan't he^th 
program accessible tp everyone on the island by bicycle.

* ' <»*
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r. ' .. The most In^iresslve change came in the education sector: numbers of ■'

teachers at the secondary level, for example, rose frcm 3,777 to 28,41*9 
between 1950 and 1968, while numbers of students'increased ten-fold with 

' nearly half (297,847/770,102) female. The ratio of males and females
enrolled is now nearly equal, assuming the trends up to 1968 have contin

ued, which explains the extraordinary transformation of this society from 
a rather typical Asian peasant to an urbanized, industrial state with a 
large pool of skilled workers (urban ratio was
twice as fast as the population rate). Whereas most of the countries we

• 'i

6h<f, in 1970 and increasing

■

are considering have a female ratio of a third to a half at the secondary 
and vocational Iqvels, Taiwan has completely shattered the Chinese tradit-

Considering the

. r-
\
i ion which ia.aced a premium on education for boys, first, 

difficulty the United States and Japan are having Jn bringing wanen onto
f. - ,the teaching staffs at the tertiary level, Taiwan's performance is truly 

'■ exceptional with two-fifths of the college and university faculty being
of 1968 6,453-of 16,090

V

'.7 . i

k • female.' Consider these selected enrolments: as 
medical students were wonJen, 29,538/61,259 io the social sciences, and

J '

4,-943/10,653 in- education—out of a total 161,337 at this level. At tjiis 
hipest level of "manpower training Taiwan is doing even better than Korea, 
lAich has comparable achievements at the primary and secondary levels. Yet, 
bear in mind that very little U.S, assistance was given in the education 
sector! Likewise, tn t^^hej^^ field Taiwan has roughly kept pace with 

. . Korea (1,823 people per bed compared to 2,976, in Taiwan, lAile the latter
^ ' Is-'better off in ratio of physicians to. population); in housing

the Taiwanese are much better off (1.6 people per rocjn compared to Kprea'-r. , 
2.5 rate), and all with little or no U.S. aid in these sectors.

The benefits from AIP, actually MSA and ECA, programs flowed essentially, 
into two sectors in a direct fashion. Mainland Chinese inmediately gained 
from the large industry and power programs since much of the commerce was 
controlled by them, however the indigenous Taiwanese owned much of the 
land and the substantial agricultural programs provided them with incen- 
-tives. U.S. technicians helped with management and resource ^ransfers, 
while tl)4 farmer associations were primarily responsible for the spread 

'V. ot new teo^lques which peimitted the explosion in output, a 50^ rise • 
between 1^8-68^' an impressive figure but- modest compared to the five-fold;

1 Increase in industrial output during the same period, and a three-lold

S
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f,, .. electricity increase, the funds for e:q)ansions in the social overhead • 
costs are directly attributable to sharp increases in the GNP; frcan ; • 
$1.1 billion in 1958 to $U.8 in 1970, with Revenues risi^ to one bil- - •.

itary assistance

r?

lion by 1970. It is intriguing to note that U.S. 1 
to Taiwan,, in 1972 was only one seven^f that given 
million, and.that no public assistance, apart from an Eitlm loan, was

> , ;/•*.
Korea ($88/561

; given.' TaiWan in the late '60s was as' well off a's Japan in the midI. V

■ '50s, with a comparable economic growth rate. The only-diaturbj^ : 
factor was the persistently high population growth rate, about 2.5^, Cl

-
has not dropped much despite substantial family planning

supported by private American foundations and, indirectly.
• *■

U.S. public health care funds in the ’50s. • ..
By nearly all criteria but political freedom (opposition leaders'’"—.^ 

are still threatened with imprisonment and censorship is common in all V 
the media), Taiwan must be consider^ an AID success story. In terms 
of human resources, both at the mass and elite levels, this courtrylias ^

transformed itself (Ruling the period of substantial U.S. support. One 
official attributed this-to the range of priorities in the assistance 
program, including bricks and mortar for all sorts of public facilities, 
while both agreed that the American • input in the ^iuality of people'.and 

. work performed was negligible, that being a consequence of the pulture ■ 
itself.
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SUMMARY •

V
The record of human resource development on Taiwan is outstanding,. . • 

ironically AID had very little direct effect on that record. Our ncm-. 
inees agreed that development priorities yCre largely determined by

. < .• •
*

the Chinese leadei^ship, that there Was a most happy association between -
the U.S. mission and this leadership, and that American fi^ds were .

The indirect influence of this support was substantial “
■ ^i

widely used.
in terms of public improvements during the '60s and *TOs, but when the \"

•[.

program was large in the late '40s and '50s the effect was felt more ».: ■

• by the malnlanders than the Taiwanese, but for the land reform program> '

;,In retrospect thia was a model econcmic development program because of 
its strategic priorities which now benefit the entire population. Its ; 
timing was the key to its Success, for the assistance was provided after : 
forty/years of Japanese modernization efforts, and under a sophisticated 
mainland Chinese leadership.
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itary assistance 
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■ t.- ; given.' Taiwan in the late '60s was as'well off as Japan in the mid
. *^03, with a comparable edfonomic growth rate. The only-disturbing ■ .

factor was the persistently high population growth rate, about 
has not dropped much despite substantieil family planning

supported by private American foundations and, indirectly, 
b^^me U.S. public health cere funds in the ’50s.

By nearly all criteria but political freedom (opposition leaders 
are still threatened with imprisonment and Censorship is common in all 
the media), Taiwan must be consider^ an AID success story. In terms 
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SUMMARY 9. -
■The record of human resource development on Taiwan is outstanding, 

ironically AID had very little direct effect on that record. Oiir nan-, 
inees agreed that deviopment priorities were largely determined by 
the Chinese leadei>ship, that there was a most happy association between 
the U.S. mission and this leadership, and'that American funds were , 
wisely used. The indirect influence of this support was substantial ' 
in terms of public improvements during the '60s and '70s, but when the .. 
program was large in the late 'UOs and '50s the effect was felt more 

» by the malnlanders than the Taiwanese, but for the land reform program.
■ In retrospect this, was a model econcmifr deyelopnent program bec^se of 
its strategic priorities which now benefit the entire population. Its ; 
timing was the key to its Success, for the assistance w'as provided after 
forty years of Japanese modernization efforts, and .under a sophisticated 
mainland Chinese leadership.
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elecEricity increase. The funds for expansions in the social overhead ;

costs are directly attributable to sharp increases in the GNP; frcm
$1.1 billion in 1958 to $U.8 in 1970, with revenu^ rising to one bil- ' ■

lion by 1970. It is intriguing to note that U.S.
to Taiwan,.in 1972 was only one seven^f that given t^ Korea ($88/561

million, and that no public assistance, apart from an Exlm loan, was
given.' Taiwan in the late '60s was as' well off a’s Japan in the mid 
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’'SOs, with a comparable eironomlc growth rate. The only-disturbing ' .

factor was the persistently higb population growth rate, about 2.5^,
has not xlropped much despite substantial family planning

supported by private American foundations and, 'indirectly,
^^^me U.S. public health care funds in the ■'50s.

By nearly all criteria but political freedom (opposition leaders
are still threatened with imprisonment and Censorship Is common in all'V, ^
the media), Taiwan must be consider^ an AID success story. In terms
of human resources, both a* the mass and elite levels, this cou^rylias ' >
transformed itself (fuzing the period of substantial U.S. support. One

official attributed this to the range of priorities in the assistance
program, including bricks and mortar for eiU sorts of public facilities,
while both agreed that the American-input in the>quality of people sand

. : ■ , work performed was negligible, that being a consequence of the culture
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SUMMARY P.

The record of human resource development on Taiwan is outstanding,. . 
ironically AID had very little direct effect on ihat record. Our nom

inees agreed that development priorities-w^re largely determined by 
the Chinese leadea^ship, that there was a most happy association between 
the U.S. mission and this leadership, and*that American funds were . 
wisely used. The indir^t influence of this support was substantial ' 
in terms of public improvements diiring the '60s and '70s, but idien the 
program was large in the late ' UOs and ' 50s the effect was felt more
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♦ by the malnlanders than the Taiwanese, hut for the land reform program,
;.In retrospect thia was a model economic development program because of

its strategic priorities which now benefit the entire populatlcai. Its ; -

timing was the key to its Success, for the assistance was provided after ; 7/

forty years of Japanese modernization efforts, and under a sophisticated - 
mainland Chinese leadership.
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electricity increase. The funds for expansions in the social overhead 
costs are directly attributable to sharp increases in the GHP,' from 
$1.1 billion in 1958 to $U.8 in 1970, with revenue rising to one bil- ^ • •
lion by 1970. It is intriguing to note that U.S. ^itary assistance 
to Taiwan,.in 1972 was only one seven^f that given^ Korea ($88/561 
million, and.that no public assistance, apart from an Bcim loan, was ‘ '
given.' Taiwan in the late '60s was as well off a's Japan in the mid ;•
•^Os, with'a comparable edfonomic growth rate. The only-disturbing 
factor was the ^rsistently high population growth rate, about 2.5^,

has not dropped much despite substantial family planning - - ,'

*’ supported by private American foundations and, 'indirectly,

b^^me U.S. public health care funds in the '50s. ; .

By nearly all criteria but political freedom (opposition leaders''^—* 
are still threatened with imprisonment and Censorship is common in all 
the media), Taiwan must be consider^ an AID sticcess story. In terms 
of human resources, both a* the mass and elite levels, this country Jias ^

transformed itself ijuring the period of substantial U.S. support. One 
. official attributed this to the range of priorities in the assistance .

Including bricks and mortar for all sorts of public facilities.
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SUMMARY W..

The record of human resource develoiment on Taiwan is outstanding,, 
ironically AID had very little direct effect on that record. Our nom-. 
inees agreed that development priorities were largely determined by 
the Chinese leadei^ship, that there was a most happy association between - 
the U.S. mission and this leadership, and‘that American funds were .

The indirect influence of this support was substiitial '
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i,n terms of public improvements during "the '60s and '70s, but when the 
program was large in the late 'UOs and '50s the . effect was fel,t more
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by the malnlanders than the Taiwanese, but for the land reform program.
■ In retrospect this, was a model econcmiC developnent i^ogram bec^se of 

its strategic priorities which now benefit the entire population. Its : 
timing was the key ■fco its Success, for the assistance was provided after 
forty years of Japanese modernization efforts, and under a sophisticated j 
mainland Chinese leadership.
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TOAILAHIl
1949-1972 •

The dHaracter of the Aneriean' assistance program in Thailand is
>

l.-t’
.-'a-

■• f, ' ■ i
:#

suhstantially Afferent from that in Korea and Taiwan. Recall that ■ 
those programs were $l60*'and $121 per capita, while the Thai aid is 

. .$Ul per head, or a-total of $1.7 billi<m fpr a 1973 population of 
■39 million.* The potential for lii3>aot is bound tahe less at this level 
.of assistance, nonetheless the total, is sufficient to include Thailand

r ,

!

in the same category with the two divided countries already considered,
Thailan'd shares with the latter another distinction,

after the Korean

I

. as well an Vietnam.
an assistance program that becomes substantial 
war. Also, only ab^ two-fifths $674/1,747 million) of the total
aid is economic; however the actual AID portion is commensurate to 
that, in Korea and of course far exceeds the AID program in Taiwan over 
the past twelve years. Another distinction is that ■■ only 10^ of the 
program has.been in Xo'ana ($56.3/563 million) since I962, connoting 
a critical economic condition, that Thailand is far behind Korea and 
Taiwan in its ecraomlc development, and is therefore incapable of peylng 
off large public debts. However in terms of per capita GMP Korea and 
Thailand are comparable ($245/181—1969), the decisive difference being 
in pcpulation- distribution with Thailand having 1 % urban in 1970, a 
ratio only 4 points above the i960 figure. Therefore one would expect

1;: I

£ ■

that the American assistance program would have concentrated on the
Such was not the case.<•

agr^trian sector,' where most people live.
The nooiinees interviewed concurred' that the chief rationale for the«

AID mission in Thailand was to complement the strategic military objective
of containing,communist forces in Vietnam, Laos, and China; that the

Highest prioritypro^am could not be Justified on an economic basis.
giv«»tAo'acquiring base rights, securing the borders, and to strength-wos

This set of priorities led to road 
and regional development projects which^hWe adjunct to military programs, 
and although the AID mission shared a desire to increase GNP along with 
the Thai government-leadership, the over-riding concern was to enhance
* Hot wishing to enter into the demographic debate, I note that AID assigns 

Thailand a population of 37.4 million as of 1970, a figure substantially, 
larger than the World Bank estimate of 3I.2. The AID estimated growth 
rate is 3'.3 while the Bank's is 3-1.

enipg Thailand as a military ally.
5.
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- stability, a Washihffton-dfetennined top prioriigr. Consequently the 
. military program has had substantially greater Influence than thfe

ec'onranic in planning Thailand's derelopment. While not as obsessive 
an issue as in Vietnam, the nominees considered the problems .encountered ' 
within the AID mission to be derivative of the same approach.

Illustrative of this priority was the concern for the politically • 
vulnerable Rorat plateau, the Northeast. -A major human resource.project 

located here to teach literacy, sewing, cooking and other vocational 
AID supplied equipment to over fifty schools both here fwd in the

V;

• V

/

.was

. arts.
southern-most Thai provinces where another insurgency was located, 
program was designed for out-of-school youth, with only a token fee, and 
one official considered it a salient success, enrolling about 200,000

The
1

i

youths between i960 and I968. Koweveii the project was discontinued after 
’ ’ its format was insttutionalized "for two reasons, because of the U.S.

bureaucratic need for a new project with a new success story, and'also
The Ministries of Labor andbecause of Thai ministerial infighting.

Education struggled for its control on a permanent basis, once its success 4^
apparent, apd the AID mission avoided.the conflict by terminating it." 
The American involvment in the education field was extensive,^both 

in terms of Thai trained to the D.Ed.level in the United States and U.S.

; was

education^ists brought to work in the Education Ministry and at the
-S /universities. Yet, one senior USOM official, an expert in the field, felt 

, the Americans really made only a small dent in the educational policies
Expessive attention was given to the tertiary level, with

H.- -
-.1

♦

and practices.
consequent impact limited to Bangkok. • "By and large, our educaticai pro-

failed the cultivators families, which remain only about 50j literate."gram

He went on to contend that,"we were constrained by Thai culture, which was 
scarcely compatible with the egalitarian precepts of our own education
system. In fact, AID was used by the Thai to reinforce the traditional 
curricula, and projects that were effective in human resource development 

dropped because of other priorities."- Another interviewee noted - 
that recently in a SEADAG seminar Thai participants complained rather 
bitterly of the inferior roles allocated them by U.S. educational teams. 
He acknowledged the validity to this charge and considers the problem to 
stem from "professionals gaining skills but not responsibilities, th«i

were
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' ^pe^ceiviIlg the system to he unjust." There is a cChsensus that too

concentrated at tfie univers,ity level, not providing 
the Thai with a self-sufficient manpower training pro^am at secondary 
and vocational levels. Also, the participant training program became . .

counter-productive b^ause it coated substantial inferiority-cum- . ,

resentment among the hipest trained Thais.
A review of the educational dat^ eopfirms the interview, responses 

of the officials. Between.I96O and 197O the fiirollment at the 1st and 
^ levels declined as a ratio, of their respective age groups, , not much 
but by a few percentage^ints while most other countries' rose during, 
this same decade. While the numbers■of university graduates increased, 

far below the huge leaps in Korea and 'Taiwan (from 4,669 .to-7,363

U.S. resources were

if- V. •

it was
between 196I-67). Those familiar with the health statistics have long 
opposed the emigration policy that permitted a majority of Thai' nursing . 
graduates to move to the United States, a problem only slightly less

m-rme physicisns (1 per U,313 pop.) Hospital beds per capita is 
an exceptional Improvement , 843 people per bed, which reflects oiie maj-br 
impact of the AID "bricks and mortar'' policy.
education level, only 11^6 of the eligible female ^pulation was enrolled 
formally in any sort of program in 19^8, far below the Korean and T*an

In nutrition the Thai also lag,behind, with only two-thirdr.

serious

However at the secondary

, achievements.
of the caloric intake per -capita of the U.^. (1964-66) and significantly 
less than Korea (2100/2490). Protein intake was a quarter less than

Korea or Taiwan.
Food production was a major AID program, and focused on agro-business. 

The sale of cash crops was a key indtce used by USCM, aiid although greater ■ 
productivity was gained, and Thnilab^'s rice agriculture was diversified, 
the major gainers were larger land-holders and those linked to .Japanese

AS* in Korea, advanced agricul-trade, primarily the Chinese entrepeneurs. 
tural research organizations were established with AID support, so Improved
processing, seeds, disease prevention, and fertilizer application became 
practical; however the small farmer has scarcely been affected yet. "What 
we have done out there, we primarily'did in-Bangkok, with a focus on urban 
or semi-industrial activities, consequently Thailand has a serious shortage
of scientifically tr^ned cultivators."

W:-
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Economic indicators underline a numter of successes in Thai develop

ment .policy. The national product hasr grown on the average of 8^ over the 
past decade, giving al3IP in excess of $8.5 hillion this year,'or about $200 
per capita'. As in Tedwan the consumer price index has been rising at a 
controlled rate, 3-4% annually, for most of the decEide, and therehas sim

ilarly been a sharp rise (six-fold) in electricity production since i960. 
Marine and Industrial curves of prcBuctivity have risen rapidly, but _ 
the critical area of foreign trade is a bleak statistic with the trade 
deficit exceeding a half-billion dollars per annum in recent years. Much 
U.S. aid has gone to make up this, difference in supporting assistance 
and Title I projects, but Thailands once strong reserve position is 
now severely weakened.

One official noted the spillover effects of the military program 
on the Thai work force, stiggestlng that it heis taken men out of rui-al 
areas, with few skills, and returned them to settle in urban aJeas^ith 
new expectations',^ work in the private sector with vocational training 
received in the nvLlitary. Furthermore, the military expenditures have 
been a bonanza for the tourist industry, which is now equipped for hiuidle 
the boettilng Japanese tourist trade, having lost the GI patronage from' 
Vietnam. The spinoff from incountry purchases by the U.S. military hM 
also created bocmlets.in the Northeast towns which gave them a substantial 
new tax base. x

Yet, the future is uncertain for the Thai govemm^t has not had 
a clearly “defined development polljCy as have the Tadwinese, nor a

y
. -f

i ■

strategy, for behavioral change as the country becomes, more urban, as . 
have the Koreans,
worrying about Thai security, and ijiying little thought to the nature of 
Thailand. While we didn't particularly try to'reinforce Thai Values of 

, belief in Buddhism, devotion to the king, the teaching of Thai, and loyalty
Thai

"Too many of us were looking at financial ledgers and

to the family; neither did we try to introduce something more modem, 
cultural tr^ts are essentially unchanged, but if Thailand is to moden^ze 
the domination of the elite in Bangkok should be modified to permit‘‘-the 
now satellite towns greater control ever their future."

» '
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fSUMMARY ’ ■».

I

and funds in the
. AID approach to development In Thailand. While "waste" would be too 

, strong a term, the confusion of goals-military security, stability,
economic growth, and modernization-combined with a pro^am substantiaiy

rural and traditional t^an

One' is left with the sense of dissipated energy

smaller per-capita and a society more 
in the Korean or Taiwanese case's leaves one with a sense that human

development in Thailand primarily re-inforced elite rule and 
offered 6nly tangential benefits (perhaps accidental would be more

Urban life has measurably

resource

appropriate) to the rural cultivators. 
iB5)roved for the expanding middle-class, and the landed farmer is as 
well off in Thailapd as in any part of mainland Asia. But the Thai

T

\
demonstrates the difficulty of seeking serious human resourcecase

isOTOvements, especially among the majority populace, when the top priority
We will see this sfor U.S. assistance is the military-security rationale.

clearly in Vietnam, and perhaps more tragically in Pakistan.
.S'

problem more
fV
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VIETNAM

■1953-1972

American a's^istance tcj Vietnam commenced with a small MSA program’ 
in July, 1953 (FY 195**) and rose to a fantastic $30 billion during the 
heig^ of the war; if one includes U.S. military costs. The official 
AID figur,es in the 1973 "Overseas Loans and Grants" report a 19 year 
total of nearly $l8 billion, however no one would represent this as the 
actual cost .of goods and seirvices delivered by the U.S. government, it 
has been much higher. To harness the financial data in a meaningful 
fashion is not practical, but we can review the major programs which 
influenced the human resource development sectors and point to vital 

■ trends of societal change
Bear in mind several unique features in the Vietnamese case as 

compared to others in this category. The world-view of the intellectuals 
■and military leaders was unlike any the Americans had encountered in 
previous assistance programs. French colonial policy created a close 
cultural embrace, despite the rejection of French rule, and few Viet

namese welcraned the An#o-Saxon heritage as a replacement. English
j

was symbolic of that contending heritage, therefore it was a rare , 
bureaucrat or soldier in the '50s who chose to use English' and move 

j into the American milieu. To U.S. administrators experienced in Korea, • 
Japan, Taiwan, or the Philippines where relationships had been warmi . 
and communication in English, the Vietnamese seemed difficult to work 
with or understand.

Furthermore the Americans found themselves engaged at the outset 
in a contentious political struggle with a decade-old insurgent^. — 

when Ngo Diem took office. The history of the conflict was not 
familiar to most Americans, except in over-siii5)lified ideological form, 
and those few experienced Indochina hands from OSS days (Mr. Rusk not

withstanding) were in no position to direct Vietnam policy from Washing- 
tcHi. By 1961 two billion dollars worth of assistance, three quarters of 
'it economic, had been budgeted, yet the economy was dangerously weak. 
Resurgent war threatened to destroy tjie U.S. effort. The new Democratic 
administration had/^8e^lime decision 6is did the Republicans eight years
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Shouldshould the fslterlng anti-coirammist regime he abandoned ca-earlier-
ante be increased? Again the latter choice prevailed and efforts vere

President Johnson (faced the same choice in I965 he again •' 
In no instance outside Indochina has a U.S. admin-

v'- the

redoubled. When

doubled the budget, 
istration faced such a series of decisions. The result is familiar to
most Americans as a tragedy,, and to AID as th^ basis for a separate Bureau, 
providing AID-Vietnam with a budget in excess of the entire operation 
for the rest of AID in some years. ■V

official felt the operation was so 
over-shadowed by the military programs that AID'would have been wise not 
to have been in Vietnam at all.

Despite this huge program, one

The tension between the two-bureaucracie:; 
and the confusion over go^s were a detriment to an effective program, he 

The goals were not unlike those now familiar . . 
the foregoing studies. Stability and economic growth were priorities 

sefcond only to pacification, and human resources development ranked high 
as a program to pr<anote these ends. A nominee involved in Vietnam since 
1963 observed that "once Johnson made the decision to remain, he needed to 

the rationale of demonstrated concern fo^ the people, therefore

contended.

preserve

we had a large human resource program,"
"At the outset in I963 we had little-Vietnamese involvement. learn

ing had been an elite symbol, for them', as the French lycee system em- 
phased the relationship between learning and class status. In I963 an 
official would not even want to be seen with his American advisor and

For example, at a meeting with the Minister .our advise was avoided, 
of Education, out of an agenda with eight items, only oi\e was dis-

Every sort Of ploy was''devised to 
forced to deal with operational people 

It was only when they realized that rural
cussed and we never resolved it.
prevent edition £ind we were 
through the back door , 
education was a political necessity that the Vietnamese began to sup- 

Now we deal at );he top."port our program.
* All-nominees agreed that the turning point came with the I968 Tet ofTen-

After that their attitude was one of, "when do we start."
For the Americans education had had a priority second orily to security

sive,.

since the ea;rly sixties. One official described the participant training
The brlght^Atprogram between i960 and I963 as the most significant.

sent to the gtates for Irlycee graduates, about thirty a year, were 
B.A. They had a return rate of 85%, even -though many would have comfetfed .

"Now these people are in their 30'a .with the best Americans for jobs, 
and constitute a group of Young Turks in the establishment. They come .• •

well-connected cadre Interested in a dynamic, innovative goVern- 
Two are Ministers and five others form-the nucleus of a new

as a
ment.

,S.
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engineering While the 120 graduates of that experimental
program performed well, it was terminated and never rep3,icated.
A current variation focuses on selection with' need as a key criteria, 
rather than leadership potential. The results are said to be disap

pointing.
Americans had a deeper involvement in education than in aiiy other 

Q(ie respondent stated that, "We createdcountry under consideration, 
the Ministry of Education as it now is structured. We slowly moved in 

There was tremendous ferment initieJJfi for anand modernized it." 
education management team went in, made recommendations and developed

«
the system as it now stands, with management analysts, research, and

Between 19^ andThe statistics shadow these changes.planning teams.
1969 enrollment ratios , rose from U6 to 100 for Qne 

ratio^^ei§g^91 and 23 respectively.and from 5 to 28 for Two, with female 
Referring to the most recent, and unpublished data, one official noted 
that, "there are four million children now enrolled, with 85,000 at the 
college level, a tremendous increase unequalled in other LDCs." He went 

note that in I9U3 there were a total of only twenty graduates fromon to
lycee throughout the colony. However when queried about the quality of 
education, the officer reported that this meant anywhere from two to six

four shifts are"In seme schoolshours in the classroom.
and pay increases of up to 50^ may induce teachers to teach asnecessary.

many as three shifts."
"Bricks and mortar" programs have also been accentuated, with some

12,000 schools constructed plus provision for sufficient• textbooks (over
The "ninety-day wonder"ten million), and teacher training within Vietnam, 

program for elementary school teachers, at province-level, elevated 
fifth and sixth grade achievers into school teachers to staff the vastly 

This program and that in the U.S’. for participantexpanded facilities. 
training absorbed a third of the budget in response to a perceived need

Both at the highest and massto create a professional manpower base, 
levels of education, AID exercised-great influence.

Programs in health, nutrition, community development, family planning,'
and business management,persisted through

500 health and
nutrition advisors are still with AID in Vietnam, plus the Food for Peace

agriculture, credit, marketing, 
the hei^t of the war.' One respondent observed that seme

which touch on, the same dimension of human resources-imd refugee progrT
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Using a 1973 population figure of 20 millionj the per capita aid figure, 
comes to an astonishing $900, suggesting- the depth of imrolvment and 
consequent reponsibility the, U.S.^^or whatever happens to the society. 
Yet the war has been sufficiently debilitating to prevent Vietnam from
reflecting substantial improvements in other social indicators, as

Caloric intake is_ compared to the three countries just considered.
about equal to Thailand's and protein cpnsunqtion is slightly lower.

much lower them in Thailand,
■ -V- . .

ayaicians and nurses per capita are 
; less'lhan half, and of course housing is unmeasured because of the war

destruction.

Economic data is somewhat more encouraging, particularly since
European and Japanese businesses and governments have shown greater •

While inflation is-bad, ,interest in assisting in the capital sector.
production has risen steadily since>1968 andseven-fold in ten years, 

is higher .00 a per capita basirs than at any time since-^rld War ai.
"miracle" trends which characterize Taiwan or!

.There are node of the 
Japan, b«t the economy is slowly improving. • .

The dangerous area is in those sectors where U.S. payments provide 
major institutional support. Most apparent is the army and the social 

One official observed, "I would hate to be in their shoes

T

services.

for the next few years. I anticipate many of the t outreach' programs
Yetin the hpmlets will be dropped or atrophy as budgets decline, 

they are trying to make a modem Vietnamese nation, a complete revolution. 
They are emphasizing the humanities, language, literature, even sports 
to take the Vietnamese out of their 'selfish, individualistic, faiiiliat'

war."culture and bring them into meaningful participation apart from the
is considerable doubt that the government can keep up the pace.There

^or the U.S. input has been so massive, and a let-dowh is expected.

Comments about Vietnam's future, in terms of the human resource
development program input, varied from a conviction that this may becone 
the most dramatic example of guided development, to an uncertainty that

Our respon-much will remedn in a decade of all the American efforts, 
dents reflected the same division of opinion, that has characterized the 
entire effort ""from the outset. While there is consensus about the

‘ vitality of the people,especially in Saigon, there are wide differences
One has the sense that fewibout the depth of institutionalization, 

institutions could carry on without extraordinary leadership, that the
I
-i-.
7- ■ ■'!

' I
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habit of "progress" is not, particularly embedded. Althpu^ resources were 
. practically limitless for a time, the was. and resultant displacement, of 
the people may outweigh the advantages Of a sort of tabula rosa in many 
government ministries where /bneriCans worked^

■\

\
.'t

.SUlMARy

While development was not the reason for the U‘,S. commitment to 
Vietnam, it provided a key rationale for continued involvement. The^ 
large AH) buffeets in the '60s and '70s have exceeded support for any 
other country and our respondents acknowledge an inevitable AID respoij- 
sibility for Whatever transpires there. Both elite and mass education

■

. were emphasized by the mission, and the huge participant training program
both in the civilian and military. '

«
was uneijualled^
sectors. Every aspect of education has been influenced, from the 
education of the present Education Minister, to the organization of the
Ministry, to the pedago^ centers, and on out into the village schools. 
Curriculvm content and even textbooks reflect AID investments. OthCT 

• Ministries experienced something less than fhis renovation, although the 
institutional revisions described by'the Korean expert may well have 
been equalled in Vietnam, in the financial sphere. What •Remains most 
uncertain is whether the'’■kind oi' institutional changes induced will be y ' 
absorbed within the ciature that emerges ae the American presence
continues to recede, o? whether the authority of the Saigon .government

■ ' ‘ ■ •

will erode to the point where its American patron and the changes asSo- 
, dated with- it will become negative propaganda for the insurgent regime. 
Too many questions remain \inanswered to state ai^ forceable conclusions.'

1
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'lidt'ge Program and'Large 
Population-

Brazil 
19^2-1973 •

»

'

with Taiwan the distinction in 1973 of being a 
derelopBent success.. Economic growth seems to he self-sustaining at 
an extremely hi^ level, and social indicators give pliers a sense 

complacency that the formula of heavy aapital-technical Infusions • 
rapid growth in^iuted hy classic theorists of dwelopment.

and our nominees

Brazil shares

!. - at
V can lead to the

But the Brazilian^experience has been inconsistent
populist Goulart regime (I96I-6I+) raised a host of eoo- 

to resolve,- despite rhetoric abou# real
agreed that the 
nomic problems that took years

While the pAriods of draf--growth and serious income re-distribution.
cmly in the late '50s and" in recent years, theynatic Improvements came

sufficient to evoke optimism among experts about Brazil's future.
and scope of uis. public assistance to Brazil is as

are

The duration
extensive as anywhere in the world. The program began in 19‘*2

base fr.om vbich to move troops on 
subsequent three decades over $U.5 billion in

as a
♦

response to the military need for a 
to Africa. In the 1

assis-

The extraord-provided, all but $100 million of it economic.tance was
inary feature of the Brazilian relationship, however, is that a third of 
the American aid has already been repaid, and most of the total Is sched
uled for repayment. Although Brazil has received $15 for each of its 
hundred million people, a ratio similar to Thailand's, because most was 
in loans rather than grants the program's potential leverage should have
b'een much less than in the Thai case, or any of the Type I countries. .

."They

"N

.'fe

In fact, our nominees reported a "honeymoon" relationship.
^e." The pro^am waswanted everything and we went all over the 

small at the outset, entirely related to American needs for. troop housing,^
. ButU.S. experts travelled exten-

*
%

adequate food, health, and amenities 
slvely as part of the minerals exploration, rubber development,-and food • 

The Geological Survey wotked with Brazilians in the•production programs

'i'..

.r *
i'

J
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Amazon and North.east to search for lead, zinc, magnesite, barite, and.
■ other materiaft in critically short supply. Another program in indus

trial education started-then, with some 55 Americans and 156 Brazilians 
eventually brou^t into participant training. Also, in 19*+2 the long- 
range health program (SESP) commenced, and had significant impact in the 
'50s (through the $l6.8 million U.S. budget). Some 200 Americ^ worked 
for SESP in' Brazil, and over 3,000 Brazilians were brought into the spe- , 
cial health services, including communicable diseases, maternal and child

, public water systems, an() radical statistical report!^.

The immediate post-war years were Oharacterized by small technical 
assistance projects of limited duration. One nominee, referred to that as, 
"an era when we had the unsophisticated assun^ition that all these count?- .

'.ries needed was our technical expertise. We thought in terms of Johnny 
Appleseeding the world." At that time the Brazilian government formed •* 
an action group, known-as Servisio, to respond to American initiatives 
and implement their recommendations. Servisio was efficient, energetic,

■ and resourceful'but unable to survi-ve after our funds were .dropped."
There was no way to incorporate it into the bureaucracy. Mea»ihile, at 
the hipest level the two governments created a series of commissions to 
study the eoonony. Specialists on both sides reviewed "agriculture and 
livestock development, banking, electric energy, fiscal problems, fishing 
and fisheries, industrial development, Tlabor and manpower, minerals, re- ■ 
frigeration, transport|i;iai, and warehousing." In 1950 a Joint Economic 
Commission was created to prepare "soundly worked-out projects for con

sideration of the Bx-Im Bank and the World Bank."- While the need for 
private capital was acknowledged, public loans were needed to overcome 
bottlenecks in basic sectors. •

The ’50s are known as the Point Four period, and the Ex-Im Bank 
became a major source for Brazil's development program, some $720 mil

lion in loans being made by I963, with financing for 25 projects. The 
Joint Commission also funded U21 individual study grants In the U.S. in-, 
the '50s. Some $2.& million per year (average) was the level of tech

nical assistance yp to 1957 when the effort was intensified to reach $12 
million in i960, the last Point Four year.
^ These figures are taken from a review of the U.S. aid program in 

Brazil preptu-ed by ihillip Schwab, 1972 (xerox).

care
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Alliance for Progress commenced with the Gbulart years in Brazil, 
and the AID mission found itself &t odds in key priorities with the elec

ted officials.

The

However it was feasible to work directly with the States
A Special Northeastand regions so the Federal-level was often bypassed.

Agreement was signed which permitted a concentrated U.S. effort in that 
destitute region. While the Brazilian concern with macro-econonic pro'.lei 

echo of the Joint Economic Coramissibn reconmendations, AID

-r

persisted, an
became involved in social and educational problems,
highest'AID priority was given to stabilization and growth, a value share( 
with the military regimes that followed Goulart. Throughout this time th. 

■ AID mission had else links with the Finance Ministry as it attracted tlje 
foreign-trained economists who related well to their-American 

counterparts. They were regarded as "young Turks"- in contrast to other 
civil servants.. Among key planning officials there was,a congruence of 
goals and ideas, "with intellectual direction on the U.S. side," accordim

Still,

younger.

tO'One'respondent. ,
of the '60s were 
Dams, highways,

In operation the Alliance for Progress praams 
•• substantially expanded verslohs of earlier projects.

. .‘schools—such,bricks and mortar efforts were intensified, particularly 
after 1964 when the Branco regime seized power.- Program loans for some 
$525 million were quickly negotiated and helped reduce the wild inflation 
During this period the Americans earned student and liberal pre^s 'opprobr 
by withdrawing support from university education and successfully urging

Nonetheless ouithe end of government subsidization for’student tuition, 
nominee considered this a wise move despite its political costs in the 

.(middle and Upper-class’ families had for decades re-inforced 
their positions through this subsidized system, which worked largely to 
their advantage since few working-class families sent children to univ

ersity). Secondary and vocational education was combined under U.S.
whereas the tradition called for two streams - ccramenci^ at

Regretfully, our

■z*'! ^

short run

pressures,

age 12, a measure of U.S. influence in education, 
informant observed that,"we hoped for a more spectacular and poi^ab 
program under the’ Alliance, however we did achieve an Important objeotivi 

As in several of the Type I cases, officers anphasized that eduoati.
social sector where AID had the greatest success (Ijnpact). Thewas the

f.
•i,-

<*
S’.’i--'
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quality of counterparts, emphasis on improved administration (inetitu-. 
tionalization),. and training large numbers of Brazilian •educators:

The.fields of i

these

were the reasons given for the evaluation of success, 
nutrition and health were less well cultivated.."The situations Vere

»

. /■ ■

different," remarked one officer, "as the Ministry, officials, were much 
more cautious in Health and Agriculture." For example, the Brazilians 

reluctant to admit the wide-spread incidence of typhoid, so the^ were
' control plan weis sold as a "water safety" scheme to each city. Agri
culture programs were also inhibited: "We had neither the leadership

the interest of the central government in improving conditions on, 
small farms." The Northeast regitmai program 
unfulfilled goals. ,At the.outset the involvement was motivated by^the ^ 
pre-occupation with' stabilization, a ^litical goal, yet the region Was . 
intrinsidly poor and a focal point for discontent over the past century.

"Programs don't make it rain" commented ane officer, a veteran of the - ■ 
Northeast,"and there was simply no Solution on a regional basis...ther^ 
had to bo a national, approach to aid these 30 million people who are ^

' imj)ris6ned by their environment, such as subsidized migration frcmi ther 
region'to underpopulated areas in the West, yet no strategy was followed 
that was commensurate with the'dimensions of the problem."

. nor
cited as an example Ofwas

«■

ynited Nations'data sustains the opinion that overall imprcvanents 
* are now commonplace." For example, Brazil.has the best housing (ratip of. 

people-per-room) among our ten cases (1.1 ccmpared to India's 2.$). 
in education .the ten ydar trend is as l^eartening as T^wan's although"^ 
Brazil commenced in i960''from a lower threshold (in 1^9» 25% of the eli- 
.gible females were -etiroUed af Level IF). The numbei- of university grad- 

frcm 17,500 in i960 to 55,^ in 1970; tHe science and engln-
Nutrition trends advanced

And

I

ites rose
,.v. eering majors increase frc» 2,300 to 13,300.

mote slowly, per capita protein intake rose frcrn 60 to 67 ,^ams per day 
the'decade, while 'caloric consumption went fVcm 2470 to 2620. ,Hos-»over

pital care, in terms of beds per capita is approaching the European stan

dard, at 270 in 1970, and while the ndmber of physiclaijS and ndbses Is 
- quite insufficient to fit in that category, Brazil is far ahead of any 
^ Asian state under consideration. Only in family planning expenditures 

did Brazil fall behind out Type I oases in social indicators, with the
obviously tied to religion, ^mally, Brazil’s £NP has risen at areason

V .

'o
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?;- mIf- • \.JF 9^ rate for the past three years, and an avarage 64 between 1967-1969. 
Despite continued inflation, per capita product is approaching $U00, 
a in per capita terms over the past decade.

Urbanizaticai trends contain the contradictory evidence of both
\ overall societal direction is moving at

•V .

promise and tragedy. Brazil
a rate paralled to Taiwan, from 454 to 544 between i960 and 1970.

available^ to a predominantly lirban population .
the accelersttihg numbers of flaveUos, the slums.

The

now-familiar opportunities 
contBst sharply with 
One third 6f the" people residing in San Paulo, Rio, and Bi^ilia (4 of 12

water, transportation.
In the predominantely,rural'North-

!

million) are in uncontrolled slums where sewage.
and schooling arfe desperate problems.

numbers without social services tom the government 'are even 
contrast to the Improving conditions for the employed

massive problem

r'
eaist, the 
larger, in stark 
urbanites. Employmeht for these unskilled families is a

- I

::1-
■ r largely unaffected by previous AID programs.

AID strategy for the future calls for termination of bllaterial assis

tance, and m data reflects a well-advanced trend replacing it with multi

lateral loans. Annual U.S. loans and grants dropped from about. $400 mil

lion in the midJ60s to $30-40 million in the early ’70s, while the combined 
■ IBRD, IMF, IDB, and Ex-Dn loans are climbiftg to the billion range. ^

of the U.d. loans will be repaid because of the powerful
Before

1980 over halfi'
position Brazil has developed in exports, which will exceed. $4 billion in 

continued balance-of-payments despite dramatic increases
Meanwhile, the country is

1973. securing a 
in imports to finance developnent projects.

of manufacturing, thanks to earlierEn^n^ng self-sufficiency in.many areas 
. investments in power and construction. While food production,is not quite

increases, there have been shifts in crops.keeping pace wijh population 
and in 1973 the value of soy bean exports surpassed coffee. Cotton and
timber exports are also Increasing rapidly.

nominees felt conditionsOn the wider issue of quality of*life,
a majority, but that the flaveUos are a growing prob- 
hurt the poor most, while the salaried and unionized

our
I •

were Improving for, !•

lem. Inflation has 
have gained in real incomes. The poUtioal problem underscored by the 
film. State of Seige, was variously assessed as unnecessarily exacerbated . ,

issue which* , ”1^ a few stupid officers" to the view thaVthis is
•the government refuses to face, but one it could easily resolve." 
difficulty is that even with rapid growth, a

a severe
"The

stellar balance-of-payments 
and occasional elections, repression is such that the Congresspositlon.’y
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In this country is turning against support^ for Brazil." There was a 
consensus that Brazil's development pBeblems are not resolved, merely 
shifting in nature, and that from a democratic view, more politically 

^ desirable change must gedn higher priority. Jlone were sanguine that 
this would happen.
—^TOen queried as to where AID and its predecessor Agencies made their 

greaTCst Impact on human resources one official responded, "by convincing 
people that they could change things, and to do it they had to organize 
themselves." In answer to the question as to how AID might have oper

ated differently to Improve its performance, another respcmdent seemed 
to contradict the first, "we failed to involve Brazilians early enough in 
the planning to make it their plan.'! The gap between t^ act of convin

cing the host country that a particulsir innovation is necessary, and the 
act of assuming indigenous control over the consequent process appears 
to have been a real problem in Brazil. The case of Servisio is illus

trative, as^there was ho ability to integrate new approaches into the 
old system. Recent changes belie the experiences of the '50s and '60s, 
and it msy be that innovations have a multiplier effect, culminating 
in the rapid Improvements that now characterize Brazil. .

/

#

i

SUMMARY

The pattern of econcmlc growth institutionalized in Brazil has great 
promise. The country is infcreasingly competitive in exports and conditions 

^ for a majority of the pee]^e_^ are improving, while worsening for a sig"- 
nificant minority because of Inflation. The southern section of the 
country is remarkably advanced while the northeast is still ragged, 
eral key Ministries involved in human resource development performed

Sev-

. effectively, while others long-rejected modem management techniques and 
The option of lower-level governments as partners was

As in
new technology.
important to AID when it became hamstrung at the Federal level.

N..Taiwan the cooperative spirit was emphasized but the capacity of the 
domestic leadership to command change'was less evident until recently.
The ability of the government to withstand larger amounts of criticism 
as the populace becomes more articulate and better organized will test 
its accomplishments at the highest level of human development. Can the 
complex political system live with the fruit of greater econcmlo achieve

ment, more demand for freedom? One measure will be meaningful employment. 
AID may haW made a substantial contribution to that solution by creating 
the combined academicxvocatlonal stream for all youths. It will dearly

• n-nf.'fnnR" tnT .
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V IHDIA
I9U6-I972i

India is the recipient of the largest American economic assistance 
progfam, the total exceeding $9 billjiin >ihen it was terminated this, year.
While this amounts to only $l6 per capita, it was a program of such size 
and diversity that our brief evaluation of its human resource impact is

However, we can rebound to be so reified as to miss salient features, 
view the policies and describe the key operations influencing this
sector, reflecting the views of our nominees;

The AID mission had three foci, capital transfers and Title I sales, 
institution-building, and commodity transfers under Title II in the Food 
for Peace program. Capital assistance billion of which $1.6 billion 
is repaid) was in the form of loans and provided forei^ exchange aS well 
as local cuorreney idiich was derived from the sale of agricultural com-

»

' *
\

modities to India, then loaned back to the government at low interest and 
(with the unofficial understandii!g that much of the U.S.

*

over long terms
rupee holdings would never be used on the Market). 
development programs Included project assistance to many sectors but

■The institutional
\

concentrated on education-, particularly in agriculture, science, and
i In addition to work with several institutions under- engineering.

Federal control, such as the Indian Institute of Technology at Kampur,
I AID contractors worked in six States on extension programs and agricul- 

Sclence training for high school teachers at the se’con-tural research, 
dary level was a related endeavor.

The Title II program ($700 million) was designed to transfer food 
stocks held by the Commodity Credit Corporation t<^meet famine needs and 
promote economic development, 
emphasized in the Indian program; however, AID commenced to use Title II 
to stimulate concern for overall nutrition in the '60'b, emphasizing

/ ■

; /

In the early '50's the famine aspect was
*

■

substitute feeding and the importance of proper diet for pre-school
children, the "Children's Charter," as well as pregnant and lactating 

This shift reflected increasing interest in targeting limited
Who wsu#it most

women.

assistance within a seemingly liMtlefis population.
important to help? \

1:1
# *

i i*
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The increasing focus of AID programs as the years passed came about 
consequent to the general failure of the Indian development program to 
either restrain the population explosion.or improve the lot of most 
Indians. The new

' in high esteem both -in Vlashingtyon and Delhi, and thereafter many program
initi.atives came from the field in response to specific ^oblems jfaced

v
by Indian planners-. The espirit- among'the Americans and Indian counter

parts was very-high, according to one respondent, and the AID mission 
was ,.ble to attract the best American talent to work on contract or, 
within the mission. A collegial atmosphere prevailed, quite contrary 

■ to the popular imawe of deep divisions between the Indian and Ameriow 
■bureaucracies. Lewis' influence was particularly effective, accenting 

■ to one view, 'and he had access at the highest level. His quiet con- 
fi.dence was infective on both sides. .

Despite close working relations, -the Indian government was diligent 
in demon.strating tliat no foreign aid policies impinged upon sovereignty, ' 
no pre-conditions were permitted. This concern for public faith tn the 
ilovernment's independence posed severe problems during the hohnson years 
when a"short-tether" policy prevailed. Washington influence forced a 
currency devaluation i^le .‘ndla was experiencing recurrent droughts.- 
Tntelectual rapport was excellent among the professionals, but the ' . ■ .

mission director in I96U, .John P. iewls, was held

h
■ *

i.-

politlcal. necessity for terminating the dependence' upon 'd.S. aid bt-
Paradoxically, while it "was important to Indiacarae/increasingly clear.

^ set development goel.-: with no foreign interferencej the novernment ' 
never denied the need for assistance; indeed, official.^ were."always
se.architjg for new ways to obtain more, particularly commodity loans 
which would support increased imports." But a.ii had to be on India's 
terr.."..

Termination of the assistance program was probably inevitable. On 
the one hand were. Indian preferences for greater flexibility in the ..se 
of li.3.. doUar.s, while on the other side the I'.S. Treasury made : ,
"additionality" a condition of the loans, which forced Indians to ■

^ maintain'pre-exis.tipg levels of American import's in commodities where the 
U.S. was usually non-competitive'. Public versus private sector argu
ments, as well ^s the use of American-owned repees were also sources , 
of friction'throughout. _ '

f
f
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Ccaiflict-notwithstanding, there is consensus that the AH) mission perfonned an i

Because ofInvaluable service at the hi^er levels of human resource development, 
the high quality personnel in the mission, professionals of similar training on the

Indian side used AID to surface important information, opinions, and ideas, then
"The emphasis on sheer competence isto test these out with unfettered research, 

technical assistance at its best," cojnmented one nominee.

4

A measure of how effective this relationship was is illustrated by this tragi- .

One possibly contractor was a U.S. firm"un-comic episode, a proposed project, 
aoceptffiie to the Indians. Infonnal opinion among experts .suggested that the 

Indians^ point of view might well be reasonable. However, AID could find no .1.5-al

basis for disqualifying the fins. Eventually the project yas withdrawn more
No serious repercussions were felt at the working lev . on

or less

by mutual agreements
either side because of the candor among the professionals, and a consequent under

standing of each other's situation.
AID officials experienced little political pressure despite’Mrs. q^diii's and

* .• ^ ' 
Criticism of the ^technical assistam

*
in pert American pressure responsible f^

. THel.I

the Left's antipathy towards U.S. Vietnam policy, 

program was rare, though
to a land-grant, service-oriented idea of college, as at Kanpur 
a superior reputation and attracted Indian expatriots vdio would normally not have

In one respondent's opinion, criticism was muted*because AID concentrated

>
the shiftwas*

.T.. enjoyed ,

retximed,

on science and agriculture fields, aj'eas that tend, to be conservative in India. But

in 1971, the U.S. "tilt" towards Pakistan diiring the war wa2 the last straw fdr a re-
Our nominees agreed that need for U.S.gime already uneasy in the dependency role, 

aid was much less in terms of top level human resrueces, for at the center the AID

approach to development planning hac substantial impact. Generally, at 
local levels, but for specific prograiin.c an at.Kanpui', the American influence was 

* mlnipal I* hum^ resource development.
AID "failures" are,measiirable in t5!r7tiB »t Indian development plan /, ■.

State and

/

fsdlures, in the opinion of one informant. A prime ‘^xfijnple i'h tte lack

/ J( %
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.of improvement among most cultivators. The Indian government and AIDj , . ,

chose to maximize production, not maximize distribution of income after*<^ 
the drought years of 1965-66. Big farmers could yield the most rapid

■1

returns So they received the credit assistance for new seeds, fertili-
The mis-directed Green Revolution,1

zers, pesticides, and irrigation, 
in that sense, was a:i much AID'S responsibility as it was the Indians'.

A cursory review of the social indicators reveal the depth of 
, ■ India's poverty. For' example in i960 half of all housing was in one 

^ room dwellings (as compared to £.9^t in Brazil in I969). As recently as 
1965 only. 7^ of the eligible femals were enrolled in Level II, com

pared to 25% in Brazil and 23fj(, in Vietnam. Of course India has an 
' enormous number of college graduates, over 262,000 in I965 alone, but 
the tragic consequences of. this high-level schooling is professional"

■ unemployment. Engineers find themselves teaching primary and
secondary school in small towns, while arts graduates are fortunate 
to obtain ai^ Job. Although the civil service has expanded enomously 
both in the States and at the Federal level, the employment crisis only . 
worsens. Heal-Sh statistics ,are better than in Indonesia or Pakistan, 
but below any of our Type I countries. The #atio of physician is only 
one per U,795, while hospital beds nvimber one per 1,571 (1970).
Finally, nutrition is declining in terms of quality on a per capita basis.

V

i

*
Between i960 and 1970 caloric Intake dropped from 2030 to 1990 and pro

tein consumption dropped from 51 to U9 grams per capita on a daily • 
basi^.

j

, /
ft is this sort of data, more than the education accomplishment 

which demonstrate the failure of AID and Indian government programs.^n ' 
mass human resource development. If food consumption is at half the
level of that in the United States, ot tt average, any innovations and
eviden^s of energetic improvements among the bulk of Indian society.

While we hav’e not used morbidity data in this re-
* '

would .be a miracle. 
port, health specialists find that two to three chronic diseases are

• t -common to most people in tlje tropics, at this level of food consumption 
and in such housing conditions. Despite the enormous amount of U.S. , 
assistance, and the congenial intellectual atmosphere at the top, AID- . 
India must be scored very low in the human resource sector, ^r India’ 
^lost elemental problems are essentially untouched after two decades of-

s

"development." - #.
!■

Ik
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SUMMARY
The cOTiplexity and size of India, a population'exceeding all other 

countries under consideration, make the AID program shrink to the point 
of insignificance on Si^r capita hisis. While gross econanic 
ments demonstrate improvment, per capita changes are very small. In 
the key social indicators the $15-20 per capita gains in nat'ionAl pro-

measure-

duct are sifalloved by income mal-distribution, suggesting that human 
resource development is limited, 
characterized by our nominees as effective among civil servants at the 
center, but the majority of bureaucrats and white collar employees seem

Despite development failures, India

The institutionalization of change is

;

untouched by' these innovations. 
is the first case reviewed where democratic practices still prevail, in!■ .

all other cases excepting Pakistan and Kenya, tlie politic^ systems 
have been taken over by one of another form Of 
fajt should give us pause before labeling the overall Indian de-velop- 
ment program as a failure, suggesting that our socio-economic indica

tors may be too crude to say much about the quality of li?e in the 
society, or even the rial priorities of the government in planning.

I
ilitary rule. This,
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INDOtfESIA ■ 
19lt9-i972

Indonesia is the only' large state under oonsideration which 
received most of its U.S. assistance recently. Prior to I966 the various 
governments were anxious to avoid dependence upon either side during 
the Cold War. A small public assistance program persisted in the ’50's 
and declined to a trickle in the early .'60's when President Soekarno 
pulled Indonesia out of the United Nations and confronted newly re

organized Malaysia as leader of anti-imperialist forces in Asia. Since 
the cpup' attempt and subsequent countercbup against Soekarno in I965,
U.S. aid has passed the billion dollar lei^l, twice the total of pre- 
1966 assistance, ■ Th^ AID program rose from $31 million in I967 to 
$115 in 1972, in addition to the Food for Peace programs which have been 
in the $90-$150 million range since I968.

■bhlike India and Brazil where American aid formed the largest con

tribution frcMn the^multi-nationeil donar camnuiiity, the Inter-Govemmental 
Group on Indonesia (IGGi) has kept non-U.S. support near the two-thirds 

, levelj Japan and Europe providing the difference. Furthermore, as witfi 
Brazil, in recent years, most U.S. aid is in loans except for military 
grants. Under President Suharto the government has diverted pubj.ic 

• ■ concern away from foreign maneuvering and towards domestic development. 
The economic recovery since the shattering inflattion of the. early '60's 
is significant, although consumer prices since I963 had risen 700-fold 
and the money supply 800-fold in 1970, si^gesting something less ,,than 

■ • effective control. Thanks to enormous increases in impofts■ an(^ mdfe . 
effective distribution, commodities are available throughout the coun

try, financed largely by the IGGI loans and petroleum exports. Govern

ment services are improving because of a 25-fold Increase’in 
cdllections since 1966 (13 billion to 320 billion in 1971) or.about $1.5>

4-
i

■ ;

■'f- •#-

revenue

billion, still a small budget for 120 million people.
It is difficult to distinguish p.S. from IMF—World Bank influencef.^ 

bn the development process in Indonesia. The Bank established its first 
^permanent overseas staff in -Jakarta after the coup, and many Americans 

■ .. served in that group. Relations have been cordial between the Bank, AID, 
and senior planners in the Indonesian government,, therefore it would be*

\ -' ?

/
\
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artificially' analytic to suggest that American influence has been limited 
' to the AID program. Additionally -th^ Ford and Rocfcefeller foundations 

have maintained strong xmiversity prbgrams which reinforces the public 
aid effect. Holding this network together is the so-called "Berkeley 

University of California-trained Indonesian economists and

■f

Mafia", the
their proteges who have (*Jierclsed dominant influence over development 

: planning since I966.

One nominee sees three periods in AID-Indones£s history, pr^oup, 
the post-coup stabilization of I966-67, and the subsequent time of rising 

Assistance during the pre-coup period was confined mostly

i
. I

confidence.
to technical assistance in education, publio health, and civic action. 
American university contract groups carried out most of these activities .

in Indonesia, with srane 6OO participant trainees coming airaually in the 
He recalled that the Indonesian Coraraunist Party was particularlyU.S.

strong’ during that period and that TA was generally rationalized as 
"encouraging groups hostile to the spread of Communist influence within

government, the armed forces, the police, and certain intellectuals. , 
civic action program, particiaarly, sought to offset Communist in- , 

fluenCe through public works projects as tangible counter-evidence to

I
.)

the

The

their propaganda."
Immediately after the coup U.S. assistance focused on financial 

stability, through development loans and P.L. ft80 funds. For example . 
1967 $50 million of the $56.6 million total budget were in loans for

Stabilization aid from abroad, combined with fiscalessential imports, 
and credit restraints ^ the Suharto reg^jip, permitted a reduction of 
the astronomical Inflation. Since I968 the Indonesian government
has attempted to complement.its stabilization measures with tangible
signs’ of development. To promote this process AID now assigns top priori- ^

ty to agriculture, family planning, transportation, and education—such'

Most recently theproject assistance accounts for most of the program, 
various donars in the IGGI, including AID, have pressed for consideration

N

of social sector problems that were relegated to lower prioritie# by pre- 
' ,'wious'planners: employment, income distribution, and employment-related

Ih the view of one official, the demonstration. education and training, 
effect of Pakistan's disintegration may account fof the Indonesian leader- .V-

*- •
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ship's concern for more equitable distribution of "development's bene- . 
. - fits". The Government now tends to view the growth of an industrial

infra-structure without regard, to regional equity as short-sighted and
=!■

even counter-productive.
Discussion of, and commitment to, projects •with greater soqled 

value has led to consideration of growth point theory in the outer is- 
It is illustrative that the Government has sponsored a study 

of West Sumatra as a geb-economic unit because of its ethnic unity and 
effective leadership. Population pressures on Java primarily account 
for^Jihis concern about rural development in the Outer Islands. The 
"^sh-pull" pressures that drive talented rural-youth towards the cities 
(causing Jakarta to be a third uncontrolled settlement), is a related

lands.
K ■

problem, which has caused the Government to make block grants to local 
communities and adopt a' more decentralized tax allocation system.

■.izatioh
(

, there is . .While AID is not providing funds directly for decentraliz 
active support through the assistance loans for the Government's inno

vative policies. This is a new departure for until now the effect of . 
overall development planning has been uneven in terms of benefits 
among various eithnic groups. Government training has concentrated in ^e j 
pasTon creation of an indigenous non-Chinese entrepreneurs! capability, 
but there was no conscious effort to enhance ce'ftain groups at the

Yet, Indonesia shares with India such ethnic diver- 
■ sity that this freshly recognized problem is creating a new demand fpr 

distributive justice in development planning.
Bank and Fund" officials share our AID nominees' optimism ^out

expense of others.

Iniionesia's development accomplishments and future. The indicators they 
cite are largely economic, derived from trade statistics, fiscal and

Furthermore, they emph^ize the \in- 
pitable for

monetary fipeirtinc, and investment, 
measureable "intellectual climate" which has been uniquely

But the social indicators areprofessional planners in recent years.
nutrition levels are the lowest of all the countries.less reassuring-

under consideration.and are declining, daily calories = 1920 per capita 
in 1970 while ky grams of protein was average (compared to 72 in Korei':

there was oijly one physician for 27,655 people, and one hospital bed ] er 
1,1*52 in 1971; in education only 10^ of eligible males were enrolled it - 
the secondary level with no reported female ratio in I969, end DTreSCO ,

.-v ■■
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relevant Level III data, a poOT sign. Finally GNP per capita has 
risfti hy less than $20 since 1965, a modest gain, although annual 6% 
gains since 1967 have established a favorable trend. .

earlier concern for conspicuous evidence of U.S. assis-

had no

Despite the
tanbe to human developmmt to counter communist propaganda, and the most 

conmitment to improvements in the social sector,- especially edu-recent
cation,'the bulk of American public assistance has gone to large ^er 

As one official cramaented, to ewJminister aand transport projects.
$25 million project is bureaucratically as easy, or easier, than a one 

Usually the human resource projects are in themillion doU-ar one.
since it is often difficult to absorb large sums in a prb-smaller

Althou^ aid’s contribu-. • ject that does not involve bricks and mortar.
tion to Indonesia’s development has been substantial, it is not clear 

for cement and fertilizer will remain as relevantthat past priorities 
in holding together the fabric of a society undergoing su«h population

exploding tJa rate above 2.5^,and Ja-va’s rural ^
Such*

Indonesia is'■■■ • pressiares.
population alone wiU pass 80 million before the century is out.

the land is unprecidented, and skmp analysts con-intense, pressure on
a major con-t,ributing factor.tend that already the buildup caused, 

to socio-economic collapse in 1965-
The relatively sanguine evaluation of the specialists on Indonesja 

convincing as that of experts on Brazil, another large and
Tn this instance as in the Indian case, the enor-

or, was

. is not as
"exploding" country, 
mous 

. of
of elite and middle class circles.

/ data are
- in that sector would appear too modest to count for much yet in the

isolation fran the mainstreamhandicap of rural poverty and village 
modernization prevents the institutionalization of change outside

Those working close, to the economic -

understandibly pleased, but such achievements as seem reasonable

society at large. 
SUMMARY

Imdonesia is the only large AID program that has increased in re-'
econcanic effectiveness of this ccmitment is substantial

However, the social In-
cent years.* The
and will have long-range impact in productivity, 
dicators reveal many shortcomings in the development process and dmnonstr 
the widespread failure of Indonesia’s first twt> decades of human resource

*:•
- -T
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■developnent. While millions are now in primary school, the secondary and 
tertiary levels are far bphind the national needs, as are vocational 
programs. Tealth and .nutrition reijorting is very weak, what is available 
suggests poor conditions for the vast majority. *
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PAKISTAN
19U9.1972t.

> ■ *
1-« "Pakistan yas two countties, tied by the Muslim religion and Pakis 

International Airways," observed one of our Informants, and iff'1973 the 
is some doubt that what remains of Pakistan will adhere. $**.8 billion 
in U.S. assistance went to Pakistan, "to maintain the balance of power 

■' (Ha the subcontinent, prevent the collapse of the state, and secure a
In retrospect only the last of these three 

objectives was accomplished, and the hidden humanitarian achievements 
«hich have not been compelling to Capitol Hill until recently, were ob-

base for the Air Force."
V

-literated during the Bangla Desh crisis and most recently by the devas-
Yet, for most of the '60's development

ft.

tating floods in West Pakistan, 
specialists in the United States considered Pakistan to be a model case■ *

» ;■ i-

and methods used there to be guides for others. The major lesson now 
would seem to be avoidance of the sheltered world that development plar 
pemitted themsel^s to occupy in the '50's and 60's. As recently as 

,1968, in the AID suamary statement of the Near East and South Asia 
budget for Congress, this assertion went unquestioned.

"In the past ten years Pakistan has moved from virtual economic 
stagnation to an impressive record of econojnic growth. Effective 
development policies and a readiness to experiment helped .bring • 
about this change..."

. Althou^ the repxjrt^ent on to acknowledge difficulties with drought) 
not a doubt was raised about nutrition, health,^ education, and'economit 
disparities between East and West Pakistna. Indeed, such data was app( 
ently irrelevant to AID-Washington at that time, although serious con
sideration of the economic disparity was in the minds of some ip/ the f:

From the outset of a significant American assistance program in 1^ 
attention of planners on both sides focused on economic development ant

«'*

Stability.

"GNP growth was regarded as the most significant index, and by the . 
Kennedy era we had crane to believe that agriculture should be the 
leading sector. Technical assistance was used to press the Green 
Hevolution which was a West Pakistan phenomenon, and by the end of 
1967 we had firm evidence of real growth, following drought years ant 
initial fedlurea in the late ’50's and early '60's."

However debate wlthitt the AID mission over East Pakistan, "the other hi 
led to reconsideration. Money invested in West Pakistan was yielding

. h fk-.-.:.
f - ■

i ■
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greater.results, bufr-the OTP factor had slipped in its dominance as 
"we worried more about the (Retribution of income." -In time the U.S.- 
sponsored projects in the West were phased down as funds were made avai: 
able for two new projects in the East, on rice production and training 
of University staff to "conduct research on problems of national scope. 
Of course thrcju^out this period'the C<miiilla'proj ect was supported, 
but not without considerable controversy <3ver the appr&ach which empha

sized small farmer cooperatives for credit?, meurketing, and irrigation.
One nominee observed that this shift within the mission actu«aij(» 

mirrored the desires of top Pakistani planners', who were very closely 
* identified With the Harvard Advisery Group. Intellectuals led by . , 

Mahbubul Haq (The Strategy .of Economic Planning: A Case S^udy of Pakis 
in the late "50's began to raise the issue so there.was re-inforcement 
for those in the mission with comp
way relationship between the American academics, the Pakistani pianners 
and the AID mission.Was considered "exemplary" by our informants. Yet, 
one technical assis'tance officer who describjed himself as, "the world's 
worst political scientist," fcnind himself jHieasy throughout his assign* 
ment-because, "we-really lacked understanding of Bengali culturewe. 
spoke of 'th^' ." The West wing had taken advantage of the H^t from

a

In three-
’#'

concerns.

■ >

the outset by taking foreign exchange earnings from jute raised ifa the 
East, atid re-investing it in the.«est. 
robbing the Bengalis, but the extent of the'robbery lessened as time 

Also, West PakistEinis "received the lion's share of import

"It devolved into the Punjabis

' passed."
money from our program loans, had we corrected that problem there would>
"have “been more incentives for development in the East."»

.1 Re-designing the development plan to provide equal benefit to the
One was in locating projects for Investmer^st p.osed severe problems, 

which could usefully absorb capital even when standards for Rinding• .t.

Another was the Bengali averkion to development projectswere lowered.
that would fit in the federal scheme, for they were very suspicious of 

dominatei/by West Pakistani managers; A more general 
difficulty faced those working on rural inpome redistribution, although 

made 'by AID to skew benefits to small, farmers ('fivfe acres

new ventures

an effort was
and-under), land refofin was m(5st difficult because the-Government was 

' very dependent upon the infampus "twenty-two families" \rtio'controlled ♦

5^ . . % '

% %
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#5; sections of the fertile Indus and vho were mostly responsible for 
improvements in agricultural productivity. To dispossess them was - 

to kill the goose who laid .the golden egg.
Finally, throu^Vout Pakistan there was little serious effort to 

work cm either nutrition or heeith, except under AID'S impetus. "Apart 
from simple food distribution, there was difficulty in finding a handle 

Our budget was small and there really wasn't much to

large

the

for the program.
work with in terms of counterparts or. organization." The impetus for

• I
•health improvements was largely limited to malaria eradication, a pro- 

'■ gram allowed to atrophy -vrtien the incidence declined in the '60's.
AID mission devoted nearly a third of the TA budget to education, a

"the Pakistani g^n/ernment was not enthusiastic about, so we com- 
it with other schemes In the multi-sector division.'

The

program

bined
5

The magnitude of the U.s. Msistance in Pakistan is deceptive ,
Nearly a fifth of the total' ^when compared to the cither Type II cases, 

went for military assistance, and three-fourths was awarded prior to ; • i
1965, thus''the economic portion in the past half decade has-beon less 
than Indonesia’s, althoilgh the total per capita program is about $U2 
or nearly double India's and’triple Indonesia's. Since so much of the 
funds were spent when GNP was the over-riding consideration, there 
is little surpri^ in the social statistics, which reveal minimal, 
and possibly a counter-productive, AID impact. Nutrition levels

India's in East Pakistan, but cverall show a measured

are

on a p^r with
improvement—reflecting .sharp gains among the salaried and land-owning

capita daily calorie rates rose frcm 2090groups in West Pakistan- per 
, • , to 2UIO (1960-1970) and grams of protein per day rose to 55 by 1970.

poorer than in. any of our o'tiher Type II states, while 
data showed significant improvement only at Level I, slight

As in India,

Hospital care was
education

.'^Vncreases in Level II and a doubling of college students.
93^t of the eligible female high school population is not in school. .: some

; -Numbers of university graduates are about equal to Brazil's, as of 1970. 
Again, we lack morbidity data, but reports from Bangla Desh indicate a

Yet,deplorable condition following the 1971 typhoon and 1972 war.
7^ rate the last halfi of the '60's,Pakistan's GNP was rising^^it an asrerage 

and most econcmists were predicting continuation Of the trrad throughout
i.^ th? »7Q-*8.
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The Harvard Advisory Group claimed Pakistan's Third Development Plan 
to te a model of concentration on macro-economic policies -vrtiich would 
maximize the market forces.
"Everything worked fine but the society fell apart."

f
The result, as one nominee commented; . *

I
As to why this a

shappened;

"Ve simply failed^to see the ethnic issue for what it was." Further
more, "we added to the sense of relative deprivation among small ■ 
feirmers and the landless by supporting the middle and large farmers

They gave 
Also, we were

■*

through the leading group, the capitalists and bankers, 
us the greate* return in GNP for our investment.
■following a policy of involving counterp^s, and in Pakistan .our 
counterparts were usually from the West."
". .In looking for those with the capacity for innovation we failed 
to- find it among the Bengalis, the poor cultivators really didn't 
care about the developnent of Pakistan. They wanted the structure 
to control the profiteers while we tended to reverse the eauation.

• The Pakistan case reveals most starkly the issue that is s^;

cjuld

1 an
beundercurrent in other countries, the relative priority that sh

In Pakistan the issue took an ethnic dimension andassigned equity.
therefore had clear delineation, but in most states the problem of

?
Improving conditions fpr the "lower majority" is being faced most

Our nominees generally agreed (that these larger objec-
1 .

■ i .1 .1 !reluctantly.■I

i,-probably impossible to achieve in Pakistan, that because oftives were
the ethnic controversy US. development 3oals vere doaned from the outset.

i

If that is a correct assumption, then perhaps AID should re-evaluate 
its existing country programs, and those of other countries where assis

tance has not been feasible in the past, to determine which should

i

I.
-survive and where new. initiatives should be taken.

!
SUMMARY / -

•1 In the same decade that Pakistan's GNP tripled in size, the rum-
to destroy the state as it wasblings of political dissatisfaction rose

■ i

Economic inequities were a major cause for the-constituted at birth, 
collapse, and AID policies reinforced the institutions that accounted
fdr the inequities.

i

In retrospect this train of events is logical and^.
the dispassionate observer can critique the case as a failure, a lesson

But those involved reveal the difficulty of , ■+.n be avoided in the future.
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f for their advice and actions, and all shared a conviction that tiieirrong
best American planners supported AID-Pakistan policies, in fact- helpedi

A As in no other case under review, the Pakistan experiencecreate them.
underscores the dangerously simplistic assumptions about economic growth
that have prevailed, and still sometimes dominate the thinking of

human resource develop-i ' . development strategists, who c,asuaHy dismiss
ment as a residual benefit.of rising productivity. >
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TYPE III

Moderate Erogram

1 '
Afghanistan 
19U9.1972

Ccanpared to states examined thus far, Afehanistan's has been a mo

dest assistance program, $8-35 million annually over the past two de

cades. Our informants revealed few of the pressures that were under

currents in the foregoing programs, rather one senses a leisurely pace 
within this remote couhtry which seemed to permeate the AID mission 
as well. But perhaps I read into the interviews my own romantic per

spective! Most of the assistance has been in grant form, $34l million 
out of $Uh5 million, with military aid accounting for only $200,000 - 
$300,000 annually, a tiny program- indeed. The per capita assistance 
from the U.S. is $27, almost identical to the India level and below 
other Type I and II case?. a-ican objectives seem to have matched 
this low intensitity for our nominees agreed that they have been 
limited and ambiguous.

The program began as an anti-conmjunist venture, part of the contain
ment policy, and through the '50's the competition between Rushans 
Americans led to several conspicious projects, the most outstanding 
being the SovletTbuilt airport:at Kabul and the American one at 
Kandahar. The U.S. goal was chiefly political, to stem the U.S.S.H.'s 
influence. But the means to that end were "to help the.Afthahs develop 
nationhood and to become economically self-sufficient." Our nominees 
agreed this was a task far beyond the time-frame of U.S. assistance for, 
"A^anistan was, and is, a pre-industrial pastoral society."

Another observation is acutely important, "WhileAfghanistan has 
a moneirchy, the king maintains power because he r^resents the least 
threat to the various ethnic communities. There is little in their his- • 
tory that ties Afghans together." The recent coup underscored this 
problem with which development planners must cope. In'this century the.: 
kings have been a modernizing force, spearheading the move for'improving 
the status of women, liberalizing education, and challenging the authority

i!
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the higher levels vhere civil servants function "essentially as eour-
Fdr the AID officials this meant that, in the words of one intiers."

formant, "we dealt with counterparts who were not modem men, hut proto-
There was_ such a shortage oftypes of an earlier bureaucratic culture." 

skiUed managers that third country nationals, usually Indians, were
And within the culture a premium was placedhired to staff the mission, 

on propriety, as is customaJty in ascriptive societies, so that Afghan*
"Wemost reluctant to challenge donax proposals or decisions.

Yet, "we were, cri-
. were
had to bend over backward to elicit disagreement." 
ticized by Afghans for .making development decisions, and 
tion often seemed manipulated4 awkward, or outright hostile.'

our collabora-

Despite these personal quirks, theAfghan situation was termed 
"favorable" and "conducive to development." One officer assigned the
causes to "an independent people, decently nourished, and living in a 

Basically we agreed on the purpose for our mission.temperate climate.
the divergences came in the operations." Another comment could probably
be generalized for many countries.-

"Whether or not our development goals would have been accepted 
by the Afghan viUagers is difficult to tell. The mission direc
tor and his deputies were fairly isolated from the masants because 
the society dictated th^i they only'converse with ^igh-level’ 
types who have a -tjijadency to take postures. Visiting U.S. Senators, 
for example, meet speakers of English and holders of the cocktail 
glass; and the result is often mutual respect but rarely dialogue. 
They confused knowing officials with knowing the country."

Foreign-trained planners had comparable difficultiesT ^
"They became like foreigners and misunderstood the abilities of their 

They soon wanted to legislate change by fiat."own people.
The '■r.mmr.n problem with participant training, re-entry into one s

Another informant ai^ed that.
• \

society, was accentuated in Afghanistan.
' "it's the easiest way to ch'euige individuals but ^here is no ^ffect upon

tfee society, except in the Establishment, unless one is patient and Waits ■ 
for the quality of ideas and capabilities to spread. "Wie wait often

too long for either U.S assistance missions to measure the bene- , 
fit, or for the trainees to enjoy the psyhhic satisfaction of helping to

Tn fact the experience may be negative

proves

T r«+ r»f +.h*»ir -nPOTil ft .
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The Harvard Adviswry Group claimed Pakistan's Third Development Plan 
to be a model of concentration on macro-economic policies >ihich would 
maximize the market forces. The result, as one nominee commented; . 
"Everything worked fine hut the society fell apart." 
happened:

!
I '

M-

♦.As to why this

"Ve simply failed to see the ethnic issue for what it was." Further
more, "we added to the sense of relative deprivation among small 
farmers and the landless hy supporting the middle and large farmers

They gave 
Also, we were

♦

through the leading group, the capitalists and bankers, 
us the greatei return in GNP for our investment.

• following a policy of involving counterparts, and in Pakistan our 
counterparts were usually from the West.'
" In looking for those with the capacity for innovation we failed 
to’find it among the Bengalis, the poor cultivators really didn't 
care about the development of Pakistan. They wanted the structure^ 
to control the profiteers while we tended to reverse the eouation.

» (

«
s^l

hOULld
1 an 

ouLld be
reveals most starkly the issue that is■ The Pakistan case 

undercurrent in other countries, the relative priority that s

Pakistan the issue took an ethnic dimension andassigned equity. In 
therefore had clear delineation, but in most states the problem of 

, improving conditions fpr the "lower majority" is being faced most
ncminees generally agreed *that these larger objec-Ourreluctemtly. 

tives were probably Impossible to achieve in Pakistan, that because of 
. development ^oals were

correct assumption, then perhaps AID should re-evaluate

docHned from the outset. ;.
the ethnic controversy US
If that is a
its existing country programs,.and those of other countries where assis- 

has not been feasible in the past, to determine which should
...

tance

-survive and where new initiatives should be taken.
SUMMARY

In the same decade that Pakistan's GNP tripled in size, the rum-
to destroy the state as it wasblings of political dissatisfaction rose

Economic inequities were a major cause for the-constituted at birth, 
collapse, and AID policies reinforced the institutions that accounted

In retrospect this train of events is logical and^.for the inequities.
. the dispassionate observer can critique the case as a failure, a lesson 

But those involved reveal the difficulty of ,I to be avoided in the future, 
facing the larger issue when on a daily basis there are significant re

turns, both psychic and economic. At the time their efforts seemed very 
fruitful. None of «ur; nominees felt, themselves morally or professionally

1
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- wrong for their advice and actions, and all shared a conviction that the 
best American planners sui^rted AID-Pakistan policies, in fact' helped 

As in no other case under review, the Pakistan experience
f:;. 'v;-

; *
create them.
underscores the dangerously simplistic assumptions about economic ^owth
that have prevailed, and still sometimes dominate the thinking of

dismiss human resource develop-. development strategists, who casually
ment as a residual benefit of rising productivity. »
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TYPE III

Moderate Program -

t
Afghanistan

1949-1972

Compeired to states examined thus far, Afghanistan's has been a mo

dest assistance program, $8-35 million annually oYer the past two de

cades. Our informants revealed few of the pressures that were under

currents in the foregoing progr^, rather one senses a leisurely pace 
within this remote country which seemed to permeate the AID mission 
as well. But perhaps I read into the interviews my own romantic per

spective! Most of the eissi^tance has been in grant form, $34l million 
out of $445 million, with military aid accounting for only $200,000 - 
$300,000 annually, a tiny program indeed. The per capita assistance 
from the U.S. is $27, almost identical to the India level and below 
other Type I and II case?. A. jrican objectives seem to have matched 
this low intensitity for our nominees agreed that they have been

y
limited and ambiguous.

The program began as an anti-communist venture, part of the contain

ment policy, and through the '50's the competition between Rushans and 
Americans led to several conspicious projects, the most outstanding 
being the Soviet-jbuilt airport at Kabul and the American one at 
Kandahar. The U.S. goal was chiefly political, to stem the U.S.S.H.'s 
influence. But the means to that end were "to help the A%hahs develop 
nationhood and to become economically self-sufficient." Our nominees 
agreed this wm a task far beyond the time-frame of U.$. assistance for, 
"Afghanistan was, and is, a pre-industrial pastoral society."

Another observation is acutely important. "WhileAfghanistan has 
a monarchy, the king maintains power because he represents the least 
threat to the various ethnic ccmmunities. There is little in their his

tory that ties Afghans together." The recent coup underscored this 
problem with which development planners must cope. In'this century th%, 
kings have been a modernizing force, spearheading the move for'improving 
the status of women, liberalizing education, and challenging the authority 
of the reactionary mullahs. ' ,

I
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the higher levels where civil servants function "essentially as 
tiers."

cour-

Fdr the AID officials this meant that, in the words of one in-
"we dealt with counterparts who were not modem men, but proto-formant,

types of an earlier bureaucratic culture." There was, such a shortage of 
skilled managers that third country nationals, usually Indians, were

And within the culture a premium was placedhired to staff the mission.
on propriety, as is customary in ascriptive societies, so that Afghans 

Mst reluctant to challenge donar proposals or decisions. "We 
had to bend over backward to elicit disagreement." Yet, "we were, cri-

. were
\

ticized by Afghans forsaking development decisions, and our collabora

tion often seemed manipulated< awkward, or outright hostile.
Despite these personal quirks, the Afghan situation was termed 

"favorable" and "conducive to development." One officer assigned the

i
i.

causes to "an independent people, decently nourished, and living in a
Basically we agreed on the purpose for our mission. 

Another comment could probably
temperate climate, 
the divergences came in the operations."
be generalized for many countries.- ,

"Whether or not our development goaHs would have been accepted 
by the Afghan villagers is difficult to tell. The mission direc
tor and his deputies were fairly iskated from the masants because 
the society dictated t>yii they only converse with ^igh-level' 
types who have a HjlSdency to take postures. Visiting U.S. Senators, 
for example, meet speakers of English and holders of the cocktail 
glass; and the result is often mutual respect but rarely dialogue. 
They confused knowing officials with knowing the country."

Foreign-trained planners had comparable difficultiesT ,
"They became like foreigners and misunderstood the abilities of their 

They soon wanted to legislate change by fiat."

■

own people.
The common problem with participant training, re-entry into one's

■ \

Another informant ai^ed that.society, was accentuated in'Afghanistan.
"it's the easiest way to change individuals but ^here is no ^ 
the society, except in the Establishment, unless one is patient and Walts

.1 ffect upon

"•Wie wait oftenfor the quality of ideas and capabilities to spread.
too long for either U.S' assistance missions to measure the bene- , ^proves

fit, or for the trainees to enjoy the psyhhic satisfaction of helping to
Tn fact the experience may be negative.imiirove the lot of their people.

nominee noted when asked what effect upon Afghan.values was ,as one
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'?^ince the AID program focused on participant training, these cri

ticisms shoxild be accompanied by the observation that the Afghans se

lected were enthusiastic about training in the United States. "They, 
became more diligent than they are generally given credit for being.

Since so fewand their command of English measurably iii^roved."
Afghans had professional training, creating a cadre of skilled techni

cians was A significant contribution. ^
In passing I should recall that these "softer"^^ocial projects 

rather lat^in the day, for the '50's ^ early '60’s were labeled as 
the Highway Era by old Afghan hands. Major roads were built, "to stitch • 
Afghanistan into the free-world, and to permit nation-building by en- '' 
abling rural folks to reach Kabul. The six major ethnic groups have 
each lived In the same valleys for centuries,-now highways are changing

I

came

•;
all that by encouraging integration."

l The switchover to social projects enabled AID to support education.
Contracts were let with five'public administration, and agriculture.

American universities and, "hundreds of advisors descended, most of whi
dominant in .the civil and military servi-worked" with Pathans who were IS.

Consequently, with no AID policy on the problemj projects developed which . 
• , offered little benefit to other ethnic groups,;but were automatically, ,

Ceographic distrii^tion of the AID pro-■‘V

designed by and for Pathans. 
grams was also uneven, when taking into account the tacit agreement with

Busefanl' tS'Ilffllt 
country. "OUr projects were eithef in the Kabul area 
of the Hindu kush in Pushtun—speaking areas."

a, o/southeast
At the risk of over-

emphasing how AID was manipulated by one minority, note that ex- 
Prirae Minister Daud sought unity for the Pakistani and Afghan Pathans,

included in Afghani st^, giving theand had a map drawn of Baluchistan 
country a seaport.

Indicators of trends within the population primarily reveal the 
long, steps Afghanist^fe^ust take if its people are to enjoy modern

The country has one of the worst hospital health delivery \ 
systems in the world, with one hospital bed per 7,000 inhabitants and'

In education the enrollment ratios have 
- +v,o T,oo+ dBrnde. but the startAng DOint was so

L

amenities.

one physician per 18,000.• i



\
primary and .H at the secondary levels in i960, up to. 6^ and 1^ in 1970; 
and a
16 million!

total university graduating class of 728 in I969 for a country of
Infant mortality is extra-ordinarily high, nearly a quarter, .

and morbidity rates are simply unreported. Urban population is merely 
7^t and increasing at only 3-*+^ annually. While poverty is ^lace

in Afgjianistan, our nominees agree that pride is even more deeply 
"Somehow, there fs a spirit of freedom among these pei-rple

Perhaps we, and Afganistan's leaders, are mis-

connnoii

rooted, 
that le exceptional."

n^emity for the country .if it should damage that pride.taken to seek
SUMMARY ■

AID-Afghanistan has had a marked ,impact on human resources among 
middle-level technicians and bureaucrats. This elite is measurably ..

But such issues as income distri- 
surfaced as AID priori-

better tr^ned than twenty years ago.
i bution or .equity among ethnic groups were

Thera Was lack of an underlying assistance philosophy during most 
inadequate knowledge o^ the complex cultiires, for

never

ties.

of^he period, and
. almost no Americans could use any indigenous language but Pharsee, and

As with other countries at .that was very restricted within the mission.
the lower end of the development scale, inability to communicate

obstacle to exchanging ideas, and ^er-the native languages 
standing "the nation".

ajorwa^Ajn
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KENYA

1953 - 1972
V

v
The smallest program under consideration, $8 per head, or ^100 

milfion for 12 million people a<rer the past two decades, m/^STso 
have been the most efficient in the production of human re/ources.

■ While I am captive of our nominees' evaluations, this case suggests
Participant training was well-targeted 

The return rate was extra- ',
several rare accomplishments, 
and career-timed to maximum advantage.
ordinarily high and absorption into high levels of the civil service 
was usually smooth..- Probably the chief reason for this effectiveness

, to assistwab J^e unremarkable but lucid goal of the U.S. mission 
the Kenyans in becoming as self-sufficient'as possible in their 

■, development. i
The program commenced in ^953 when Kenya was still a decade 

away from independence. "Many of the British civil servants and 
businessmen anticipated another three to four decades before they 
would be compelled to leave." The mission felt otherwise but 

. maintained a low profile as the British relationship was pre-eminent.
Because Kenya was very shortthe U.S. role was ancillary to theirs, 

of people skilled and educated for modern life, the initial task
of the mission was to identify Kenyans who could move into re

sponsible positions immediately upon their return frcan training , 
in the United States. British and Kenya Government leaders wel

comed American assistance, because the Mau Mau rebellion had 
drained the tr^easury of the Kenya Government and had placed addi

tional demands on the already strained British colonial resources. ■ ' 
African leaders looked upon the Americans as a Counterfoil to the

I
colonial presence and,' hence, as a lever to hasten independence.

nominee felt the Britisff-'did a very effective job in pre-

■ . >

! .

One
paring the ground for sovereignty, "as several enlightened admin^

■ istrators expedited placement of blacks in key position.,'* With-

training program \k>uld have failedout their cooperation the U.S. 
for they assisted in preselection t^inin^.
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ectly into district-level jobs and createcP^’the 4-K pro
gram, patterned after pur 4-H. The clubs- acquired over 
100,000 members. We were also able to bring 30 tribal 
leaders for observation trips to the States, mostly Kikuyu, •

• Masai, and Luauw. We supported some eight farmer training 
centers established earlier and reduced the training time 
from oi\e y§|»r to tVro weeks to hasten the spread of modern 
cultijvation and livestock methods."

Other programs were sustained for public administration, veterinary
Later, htraining, community development, and university expansion, 

level administrators were brought in for postal services, harbor
air transport, and even legislative

man

ment, rails, customs, currency, 
■ methods.

Development was conceived also in community terms by Kenya Gove 
p ment and AID officials—namely, improving rural living conditions by

building on relevant and dseful customs and traditions and through t 
greater participation of tribal people.in the modern sector of^the

Less explicit bat no less real in these pre 
the goal of preparing people through these, local

economy and of society.
Title IX daVs was

■ development activities for their political and civic responsibilitie
Concurrent with the .in an independent and self-governing nation, 

development of parofessional training in Kenya for African officers—- 
a principal focus of American assistance to Kenya's community develc 

the promotion of courses-and other training- acti-■ -mei^ program—was 
i vities to upgrade existing subordinate staff and local leaders. In

developing a cadre of national, provincial and district officials ar
leaders, participant training was viewed as a complementary program

■The manpower was produced which helped^ tto local training efforts, 
develop and subsequently to implement a national plan for community 
development, one of th^ first, major program announcements of the_ne\ 
independent Government of Kenya early in 1964.

The measure of the participant training programs, both domestic 
be taken today by the high proportion of forme:

V

and in the U.S., can 
AiD-sponsored leaders who are now in every branch of the senior civ 

Focus of the mission throughout was to build upbn.existim 
-institutions, traditions and customs.--fortunately the Kenyans had a 
vital leadership to respond to the American initiative.

familiar ^o local peoplfe the mission was able to

r service.

By buildini
language and mores

nn4--).rM^ nf • oolf-helt>' into something meaningfu
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f^orts to enhance intertribal 
For example, as part of their .fi<

The program also made conscious e
contact and the sense of nationhood, 
work training, community development personnel were stationed in area:
different from those of their tribe and background, not only in terms 

■ of language and culture, but also in matters .of ,climate, topography, .

It was an innovative'step for a country where tribaland vegetation.
antipathies have been more a factor of national life than have modes 
of collaboration. While community development personnel subsequently
were posted with less priority attention being giveii to tribe, it wou: 
be difficult to measure How much the sense of nationhood vpas enhancei* 
When pressed as to \*ich tribes were really affected by Alt) programs, 

nominee acknowledged that only three or four of the largest out oone
fifteen tribal communities has received most of the assistance.

•A
Overall achievements in Kenya are commendable in both the social 

Per capita national product has risen to aboutand economic sectors.
$140 and income distribution is somewhat better than in most LDC’s. 
Health care'is superior to piost, with one hospital bed per 774 people 
but only one physician for 7,800 people, 
the 'eo's from a calorie level of 2290 to 2200 and daily protein inta

Nutrition levels declined i

Housing is still poor, over half thto 68, down from 72 grams daily, 
dwellings were one room houses as of 1962; while education in formal 
schooling improves only slowly—Level. I up from 49% to 60%, Level II

Universityup from 3% to 8% of their age group actually enrolled, 
education is comparable to Afghanistan in terms of numbers ^nd propor
tions.

SUMMARY \
While Kenya is not a show place for democracy or economic develo 

have been effective because they were timely, innc 
Training manpower for key positions at

ment, AID programs
vative; and well-conceived, 
all levels of government, combined with mass-level agricultural and 
self-help community improvement.programs relevant to a majority of

Some consciousness of ethnicthe rural populace, were the foci, 
traditions and AID impact onthose traditions was apparent in the prc

The' Kenyan example illustrates how to ehhan'c.e human resourcegrauns.
development within the constraints, of acceptable donor behavior.
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AN AFTERWORB« '

I contended in the "concept" paper that human resource development 
to measure or analyse.' Despite my own injunct'twn this a messy process

such measures must be culturally relevant to have much effectiveness,

The chief problem ismy effort at evalu.ation leaves me dissatisfied, 
lack of reliable or relevant data. Our information, derived from M.N.

and often non-comparable.' Certainly it is un
dependent upon indigenous re-interpretations of

I (

soutces, is both gross
reliable, for we are 
mandates established by U.N. agencies for comparable measurement. What

we lack is regionally and ethnically relevant reporting on income dis

tribution, employment, health, nutrition, and family planning.
This study also is limited by its method, a report on AID adminis-.

#
trators ^aluation of their own performance. How can I evaluate the

Seme effort to do that was made in the tert of the cases, 
seemed feasible because the U.N. data strongly confirmed or cor

■ i
evaluations?

;■ '■
When it
flicted with our nominees' opinions. By- and large their comments

often missing were reflect^^^n^about tf
were

self-analytic, what was
Perhaps that is to be ex-larger goals of their respective missibns. 

pected sipee their professional skills call for performance in fields 
of expert^.se, not in the generalizable principles of development itsel' 

In writing up the interviews I -am struck by the recurrent sense
The "counterpart"of successful teamwork mentioned by the informants.

•. concept is both pervasive and its priority highly priced; yet T wopder 
a^ut its importance if Hlevelopment criteria is pass impact rather

tentative observation, what is mo 
two dozen nominees.

than elite collabora,tion.- That is a 
striking is the cultural loyalty amo^ most of 

, About half seem to have achieved that rare human condition of becoming
our

With several salient exceptions I felt they could return 
to "their" country and move easily in the interstices of the society.

cases^ their involvmnent stretched over a decade, with occasion

i- . bi-culturai.

In most
assignments elsewhere but .with persistent interest.

Ceocem for the now-popular issues' of toploymenf, Inccane distri- 
not evident in their earlier experlerice, whe 

tied to the mechanical theoi

; -

bution, and nutrition was 
capital and technical assistance was more 
of economic development, 
successes in these fields, from what measurements and evaluations we i

The majority of cases are not rebounding
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Clearly, the multiple missions of various programs confused the means and 
ends. The Kenya case is outstanding because the mission really seemed 

doing, whereas the much larger pl-ograms in Type.; to know'What it was:1
■; and II cases’ suffered frmn counter-vailing activities.

American strategy for bilateral assistance is being modified, ^
i

Since

focus shifting from the large states to smaller and less politicallywith
sensitive countries, one can hope that U.S. contributions to human re

source development will be better defined and more evident in the future,. 
Two decades is a short tii^e to institutionalize any major human- activity 
on a world-wide basis. Looking toward the '80's, we should scan our 
past approaches quite critically and focus more directly on what we 
want ^ achieve,, a better human condition, wen though that means 
greats?-sensitivity to indigeous values .^ institutional development .
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.sJ, V
ICMINEES INTSIVIEWED

*

Mp,. Robert J. Ballantyne
“A

Dr. Joel Bernstein#
i\

. ■ 1:

tt-. T. Q. Qark
^ ♦y .• ^ • Mp. John Cooper -IDr. Milo Cox

?. V"Dp. Martin Foreman 1'
•' i♦ ::

■■ I Di*. Rleanor Green* ,

Dp. James Green '4'♦ s.,-

* . I-J
Dp. Leon Hesser

t

- -V ■Dr. Abraham Hirach
/ ■» i,.. '-j ' Dr. Chris-yne Hugerth ■ 

Ifr. taimonb L. James 
Mr. Robert Johnson

r-ii-

Dr. Robert G. Johnson
(V.- s Dr. Alvin Lackey

V*-'
f-; •• 4i

Mr. David Mathiapen
t

Mr. Russell S. McClure
^ ^ M-' V
'4 V.'..\ Dr. Wimam Miner >

Dr. Raymond Moyer «,« - m • .V

■ Mr. Richard Podol

Mr. Philip Schwab 
Di^Alexander Shakow . 

Hr. Mark Ward .

aI
V,,«

'■ U'::'«
. -V-

V.-

Interviews, were conducted between July 18 and July 25, 1973 in Washir 
Thfl Interviewer was Dr. John Badelev. assisted by !ft*. Raymond An.r.
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. PAKISTAN
19^9-1972t.«

"Pakistan jras two covintries," tied by the Muslim religion and Pakistan * 
" observed one of our Informants, and iif‘l9l‘3 there

i -r ■ ;
International Airways, 
is some doubt that what .remains of Pakistan will adhere. $U.8 billion

i
in U.S. assistance went to Pakistan, "to maintain tjje balance of power 

' on the subcontinent, prevent the collapse of the state, and secure a
In retrospect only the last of these three

I
base for the Air Force." 
objectives was accemplished, and the hidden humanitarian achievements 
Which have not been compelling to Capitol Hill until recently, were ob-

*

liberated during the Bangla Desh crisis and most recently by the devas-
Yet, for most of the '60's development

- f
bating floods in West Pakistan, 
specialists in the United States considered Pakistan to be a model case,
and methods used there to be guides for others. 
would seem to be avoidance of the sheltered world that development planners 
permitted themse^es to occupy in the '50's and 60's. As recently as 

,1968, in the AID susaary statement of the Near East and South Asia 
budget for Congress, this assertion went unquestioned.
"In the past ten years Pakistto has moved from virtual economic . .
stagnation to an impressive record of economic growth. Effective 
development policies and a readiness to experiment helped bring • 
about this change..." ' .

Althou^ the reporl^went on to acknowledge difficulties with drought, 
not a doubt was raised about nutrition, health, education, and'economic 
disparities between East and West Pakistna. Indeed, such data was appar

ently irrelevant to AID-Washington-at that time, although serious con- . 
sideration of the economic disparity was in the minds of some ijJ the field.

significant American assistance program in 19S5 
attention of planners on both sides focused on economic development and

The major lesson now .t

-Vi ■
" •* V4

From the outset of a .«

stability.

"GHP growth was regarded as the most significant index, and by the -- 
Kennedy era we had come to believe that agriculture should be the ’ ^ ■'
leading sector. Technical assistance was used to press the Green 
Revolution which was a West Pakistan phenomenon, and by the end of 
1967 we had firm evidence of real growth, following drought years and 
initial failures in the late '50's and early '60's."

However debate within the AID mission over East Pakistan, "the other half,", 
led to reconsideration. Money invested in West Pakistan was’yielding
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'■ PAKISTAN 
I9U9-1972
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t.

"Pakistan >fas two counti'ies, tied by the Muslim religion and Pakistan ^ 
," observed one of our Informants, and iif'1973 there

«
,- ■>

International Airways 
is some doubt that what remains of Pakistan will adhere., $lt.8 billion

1 .

1 .

^ in U.S. assistance went to Pakistan, "to maintain tlje balance of poW6r 
' tflj the subcontinent, prevent the collapse of the state, and secure a

In retrospwt only the last of these three

1 .

base for the Air Force." 
objectives was accMnplished, and the hidden humanitarian achievements 
«iich have not been compelling to Capitol Hill until recently, were ob-

u
r «

liberated during the Bangla Desh crisis and most recently by the devas-
Yet, for most of the ’60's development

■■ f
bating floods in West Pakistan, 
specialists in the United States considered Pakistan to be a model case.

i ■

■-1 and methods used there to 1)6 guides for others. The major lesson now 
would seem to be avoidance of the sheltered world that development planners 
permitted themse^es to occupy in the '50's and 6C''s. As recently as 

,1968, in the AID summary statement of the Near East and South Asia 
budget for Congress, this assertion went unquestioned.
"In the past ten years Pakistan has moved from virtual economic 
stagnation to an impressive record of economic growth. Effective 
development policies and a readiness to experiment helped bring • 
about this change...”

. Althou^ the reporl^ent on to acknowledge difficulties with drofight, 
not a doubt was raised about nutrition, health,,education, and economic 
disparities between East and West Pakistna. Indeed, such data was appar

ently irrelevant to AID-Washington at that time, although serious con

sideration of the economic disparity was in the minds of some Ij/the field.
rVom the outset of a significant American assistance program in 1965 

attention of planners on both sides focused on economic development and

: >

e'. .

.

stability.

"GNP growth was regarded as the most significant index, and by the -- 
Kennedy era we had come to believe that agriculture should be the 
leading sector. Technical assistance was used to press the Green 
Revolution which was a West Pakistan phenomenon, and by the end of 
1967 we had firm evidence of real growth, following drought years and 
Initial failures in the late '50’s and early '60's."

However debate wlthim the AID mission over East Pakistan, "the other half 
led to reconsideration. Money invested in West Pakistan was'yielding
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i:.-- large sections of tiie fertile Indus and who were mostly responsible for 
the Unprovements in agricultural productivity. To dispossess them was 
to kill the goose who laid .the golden egg.

Finally, throughyout Pakistan there was little serious effort to 
work on either nutrition or health, except under AID'S impetus. "Apart

difficulty in finding a handle

I
0

from simple food distribution, there was
Our'budget was small and there really wasn't much to

•■I

for the program.
work with in terms of counterparts or. organization."
•healih improvements was largely limited to malaria eradication, a pro-

The

The impetus for

atrophy when the incidence declined in the '60's.gram allowed to
AID mission devoted nearly a third of the TA budget to education, a

■J
not enthusiastic about, so we corn-program "the Pakist^ g^ernment was

bined it with other schemes In the multi-sector division."
The magnitude of the U.s. Msistance in Pakistan is deceptive , 

when compared to the other Type II cases, 
went for military assistance, and three-fourths was awarded prior to 
1965, thusHhe economic portion in the past half decade has-bee.n less 
than Indonesia's, although the total per capita program is about $lt2 
or nearly double India's and’triple Indonesia's. Since so much of the 
funds were spent when GNP was the over-riding consideration, there 
is little surprl^ in the social statistics, which reveal minimal, 
end possibly a counter-productive, AID impact. Nutrition levels

par with India's in East Pakistan, but overall show a measured 
improvement—reflecting .sharp gains among the salaried and land-owning

per capita daily calorie rates rose from 2090

!
j .

-
Nearly a fifth of the total ^

% ■ 4

\ . are•dr
»•

■t on a

groups in West Pakistan"
• to 21*10 (1960-1970) and grams of protein per day rose to 55 by 1970. 

Hospital care was poorer than in-any of our other Type II states, while 
education data showed significant improvement only at Level I, slight

As in India,

:»

•'"increases in Level II and a doubling of college students.
some 93)t of the eligible female high school population is' not in school. 

■Numbers of university graduates are about equal to Brazil's, as of WO- 
Again, we lack morbidity data, but reports from Bangla Desh indicate a 
deplorable condition foUowing the 1971 typhoon and 1972 war.

ng^at an average Tf> rate the last.half of the '60's,

i

i

Yet,

Pakistan* 8 GNP was risi 
•• ■ 'and most economists were predicting continuation Of the trend throughout•4

i^’-the *70*s;. -
V

■

.V .
>
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The Harvard Ad\^8»ry Group claimed Pakistan's Third Development Plan 
to be a model of concentration on macro-economic policies which would

The result, as one nominee Commented; .

As to why this

I
maximize the market forces.
"Everything worked fine but the society fell apart."
happened:

"Ve sin^jly faile^to see the ethnic issue for what it was.” Further
more, "we added to the sense of relative deprivation among small ■ 
farmers and the landless by suijporting the middle and large farmers 
throu^ the leading group, the capitalists and bankers. They gave 
us the greate* return in GNP for our investment. Also, we were 
following a policy of involving counterp^s, and in Pakistan .our 
counterparts were usually from the West."
"... In looking for those with the capacity for innovation we failed 
to find it among the Bengalis, the poor cultivators really didn't 
care about the develoi«nent of Pakistan. They wanted the structure 
to control the profiteers while we tended to reverse the eauation.

reveals most starkly the issy^^that

I
I .

«
is still an• The Pakistan case 

undercurrent in other countries, the relative priority that should be
In Pakistan the issue took an ethnic dimension andassigned equity.

therefore had clear delineation, but in most states the problem ofT
■!

improving conditions fpr the "lower majority" is being faced most
Our nominees generally, agreed *that these larger objec-reluctantly.

tives were probably impossible to achieve in Pakistan, that because of 
the ethnic controversy U.S. development ^oals were doomed from the outset. :.
If that is a correct assumption, then perhaps AID should re-evaluate 
its existing country programs, and those of other countries where assis- 

not been feasible in the past, to determine which shouldtance has
-survive and where new. initiatives should be taken.
SUMMARY

decade that Pakistan's GNP tripled in size, the rum-
was '

In the same
blings of political dissatisfaction rose to destroy the state as it

Economic inequities were,a major cause for the-constituted at birth.
' collapse, and AID policies reinforced the institutions that accounted

In retrospect this train of events is logical and_.for the inequities.
. the dispassionate observer can critioue the case as a failure, a lesson 

But those involved reveal the difficulty pfto be avoided in the future, 
facing the larger issue when on a daily basis there are significant re- 

' turns, both psychic and economic. At the time their efforts seemed very
Hone of ^ nominees felt, themselves morally or professionally ,

1

■ 1

fruitful.

I

f
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for their advice and actions, and all shared a conviction that the 

best American planners sui)ported AID-Pakistan policies, in fact'helped • 
As in no other case under review, the Pakistan experience

^ , wrong* *
r'
'4-/

create them.
taaderscores the dangerously simplistic assumptions about economic growth

: that have prevailed, and still scmetimes dominate the thinking of 
. development strategists, who c^asually dismiss human resource develop

ment as a residual benefit of rising productivity. >
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TYPE III

>Moderate Program

\ ’ ■

Afghanistan
191*9-1972

Compared to states examined thus far, Afghanistan's has been a mo

dest assistance program, $8-35 million annually over the past two de

cades. Our informants revealed few of the pressures that were under

currents in the foregoing programs, rather one senses a leisurely pace 
within this remote country which seemed to permeate the AID mission 
as well. But perhaps I read into the interviews my own romantic per

spective! Most of the assistance has been in grant form, $34l million 
out of $1*1*5 million, with military aid accounting for only $200,000 - 
$300,000 annually, a tiny program indeed, '^e per capita assistance 
from the U.S. is $27, almost identical to the India level and below 
other Type I and II ceises. t srican objectives seem to have matched 
this low intensitity for our nominees agreed that they have been

;

t ■

! <

✓
limited and ambiguous.

The program began as an anti-communist venture, part of the contain

ment jjolicy, and through the '50's the competition between Russians 
Americans led to several conspicious projects, the most outstanding 
being the Soviet^built airport at Kabul and the American one at 
Kandahar. The U.S. goal was chiefly political, to stem the U.S.S.H.'s 
influence. But the means to that end were "to help the Afghahs develop 
nationhood and to becrane economically Self-sufficient." Our nominees 
agreed this was a task far beyond the time-frame of U.S. assistance for.

and

"Afghanistan was, and is, a pre-industrial pastoral society."
"While Afghanistan hasAnother observation is acutely important, 

a monarchy, the king maintains power because he represents the least
).

threat to the various ethnic communities. There is little in their his

tory that ties Afghans together." The recent coup underscored this 
problem with which development planners must cope. Tn^this century the. 
kings have been a modernizing force, spearheading the move for'improving 
the status of women, liberalizing education, and challenging the authority 
of the reactionary mullahs. ,

The social system remains a labyrinth of personal and family links, 
which is reflected in the bureaucracy, itself a conservative force at

*

f
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the higher levels nhere civil servants function "essentially as
Fdr the AID officials this meant that, in the words of one in

cour

tiers."

formant, "we dealt with counterparts who were not models men, hut proto-
There was such a shortage oftypes of an earlier bureaucratic culture." 

skilled managers that third country nationals, usually Indians, were
And within the culture a premium was placedhired to staff the mission, 

on propriety, as is oustoma*jr in ascriptive societies, so that Afghan*
"Wemost reluctant to challenge donar proposals or decisions.

Yet, "we were cri-
were

had to bend over backward to elicit disagreement." 
ticized by Afghans for jnaking development decisions, and our collabora

tion often seemed manipulated« awkward, or'outright hostile."
Despite these personal quirks, the Afghan situation was termed 

"favorable" and "conducive to development." One officer assigned the 
causes to "an independent people, decently nourished, and living in a

t

Basically we agreed on the purpose for our mission. 
Another comment could probably

temperate climate, 
the divergences came in the operations."
be generalized for many countries.

"Whether or not our development goal's would have been accepted 
by the Afghan viUagers is difficult to tell. The mission direc
tor and his deputies were fairly isdl'ated from the m 
the society dictated t)yii they only converse with "high-level 
types who have a H^dency to take postures. Visiting U.S. Senators, 
for example, meet speakers of English and holders of the cocktail 
glass; and the result is often mutual respect but rarely dialogue. 
They^confused knowing officials with knowing the country."

Foreign-trained planners had comparable difficultiesr
"They became like foreigners and misunderstood the abilities of their 

They soon wanted to legislate change by fiat."

>•

asant's because

t
i

%own people.
The common problem with participant training, re-entry into one's \ 

accentuated in Afghanistan. Another infofmant arjued that.society, was
"it's the easiest way to change individuals but ^here is no ^ 
the society, except in the Establishment, unless one is patient and Waits

ffect upon

"The wait oftenfor the quality of ideas and capabilities to spread.
too long for either U.S assistance missions to measure the bene-proves

fit, or for the trainees to enjoy the psybhic satisfaction of helping to
Tn fact the experience may be negative.improve the lot of their people.

nominee noted when asked what effect upon Afghan,values was • *
as one
evident from AID programs 
by participant training.*'

/"The extended family's authority was diluted
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'?ince the AID program focused on participant training, these cri

ticisms should be accompanied by the observation that the Afghans se

lected were enthusiastic about training in the United States, 
became more diligent than they are generally given credit for being, 
and their command of English measurably iiSproved."

• Afghans had professional training, creating 
cians was a significeint contribution.

In passing I should recall that these "softer"^social projects 
. ' rather late_in the day, for the '50’s ^d early '60's were labeled as

the Highway Era by old Afghan hands. Major roads were built, "to stitch 
Afghmistan into the free-world, and to permit nation-building by en

abling rural folks to reach Kabul. The six major ethnic groups have 
each lived In the same valleys for centuries,-now highways are changing 
all that by encouraging integration."

"They.

Since so few 
a cadre of skilled techni-

came

t The switchover to social projects enabled AID to support education.
Contracts were let with five’public administration, and agriculture.

American universities and, "hundreds of advisors descended, most of whj • \
1

worked^ with Pathans who were dominant in,the civil and military servides."
Consequently, with no ’AID policy on the problem, projects developed which . 
offered little benefit to other ethnic groups, but were automatically, 
designed by and for Pathans.
grams was also uneven, when taking into account the tacit agreement with 

to limit American activities to the souther^half of the
>r southeast

Ceographic distrilfition of the AID pro-

the Russians
country. "Ohr projects were eithejf in the KabvJl area, o' 
of the Hindu kush in Pushtun—speaking areas." At the risk of over-

emphasing how AID was manipulated by one minority, note that ex- 
Prime Minister Daud sought unity for the Pakistani and Afghan Pathans, 

drawn of Baluchistan included in Afghanistan, giving theand had a map 
country a seaport.

Indicators of trends within the population primari.ly reveal the 
long, steps' Afghanist^fe^st take if its people are to enjoy modern 
amenities. The country has one of the worst hospital health delivery \ 
systems in the world, with one hospital bed per 7,000 inhabitants and' *•

In education the enrollment ratios haveone physician per l8,0p0. 
doubled or.tripled in the past decade, but the start^ftng point was so

iaw|as to be almost unmeasureable ■ 2^ of eligible females enrolled in:■

-f

I ■ ■
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.hi, at the secondary levels in I96O, up to 6^ and 1% in 1970; 

total university ^aduating class of 728 in 1969 for a country of
Infant mortality is extra-ordinarily high, nearly a quarter, .

Urban population is merely

primary and 
and a
16 million!
and morbidity rates are simply unreported.
-Ji and increasing at only iM annually. While poverty is commonplace, 
in Afghanistan, our nominees agree that pride is even more deeply

spirit of freedom among these people 
Perhaps we, and Afganistan's leaders, are mis- 

i^emity for the country,if it should damage that pride.

"Somehow, there Is arooted. 
that le exceptional."
taken to seek 
SUMMARY

i

i
AID-Afghani Stan has had a marked ,iriipact on human resources among

This elite is measurably' »middle-level technicians and bureaucrats, 
better trained than twenty years ago.

.( ■

But such issues as income distri- 
surfaced as AID priori-bution or equity among ethnic groups were never

There was lack of an Underlying assistance philosophy during most 
■ inadequate knowledge o^ the complex cultures, for 

Americans could use any indigenous language but Hiarsee, and
As with other countries at •

ties.
of^he period, and 
almost no .---------
that was very restricted within the mission.. *
the lower end of the development scale, inability to communicate

ajor obstacle to exchanging ideas, and under-the native languages wai^kja 
standing "the nation".
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KENYA

1953 - 1972
\

!
• The smallest program under consideration, $8 per head, or ^100 ^

million for 12 million people 0<^er the past two decades, ma/^Tso ' 
have been the most efficient in the production of human re/ources.

evaluations, this case suggests 
Participant training was well-targeted : 

The return rate was extra- ',

While I am captive of our nominees 
several rare accomplishments, 
and career-timed to maximum advantage.
ordinarily high and absorption into high levels of the civil service' 

usually smooths Probably the chief reason for this effectiveness
mission, to assist

was

wafe j^e unremarkable but lucid goal of the U.S. 
the Kenyans in becoming as self-sufficient' as possible in their

i•. development.
The program commenced in ^953 when Kenya was still a decade 

“Many of the British civil servants andaway from independence.
businessmen anticipated another three to fout decades before they

The mission felt otherwise but 
the British relationship was pre-eminent.

would be, co.mpelled to leave."
. maintained a low profile as

the U.S. role was ancillary to theirs, 
of people skilled and educated for modern life, the initial task 
of the mission was to identify Kenyans vmp could move into re-

Because Kenya was very short

^•c‘.
sponsible positions immediately upon t*eir return from training 
in the United States. British and Kenya Government leaders wel

comed American assistance, because the Mau Mau rebellion had 
drained the tr^easury of the Kenya Government and had placed addi

tional demands on the already strained British colonial resources, • ' .

African leaders looked upon the Americans as a counterfoil to the
I A

lever to hasten independence, 
nominee ^elt the British did a very effective job in pre-

>

,? ■

colonial presence and, hence, as a 
One

paring the ground for sovereignty, "as several enlightened admin^ 
‘ istrators expedited placement of blacks in key position.." With

out their cooperation the U.S. training program Wquld have failed 
for they assisted in preselection t^inin^.'

“Then we sent as many as possible to the States,
■ 109 in agriculture alone...These people came back dir-

<
•m

some

\

•ff

■4
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\ '
ectly into district-level jobs and createtf. the 4-K pro
gram, patterned after our 4-H. The clubs, acquired ov^r 
100,000 members. We were also able to bring 30 tribal 
leaders for observation trips to the States, mostly Kikuyu, ■ 
Masai, and Luauw. We supported some eight farmer training 
centers established earlier and reduced the training time 

two weeks to hasten the spread of modern

,■ r
. t

from orxe ysi»r to
cultijvation and livestock methods. “

Other progrcuns were sustained for public administration, veterinary 
training, community development, and university expansion.' Later, high 
level administrators were brought in for postal services, harbor manage-

air transport, and even legislativement, rails, customs, currency.
methods.

Development was conceived also in community terms by Kenya Govern

ment and AID officials—namely, improving rural living conditions by
building on relevant and useful customs and traditions and through the 
greater participation of tribal people in the modern sector of^the

Less explicit but no less real in these pre- 
the goal of preparing people through these local

fteconomy and of society.
Title IX days was
development activities for their political and civic responsibilities

Concurrent with the .

'7 .

in an independent and self-governing nation, 
development of professional training in Kenya for African officers— 
a principal focus of American assistance to Kenya's community develop- 
me:^ program—was the promotion of courses 'and other training- acti

vities to upgrade existing subordinate staff and local leaders. In 
developing a cadre of national, provincial and district officials and
leaders, participant training was viewed as a complementary program 
to local training efforts. The manpower was produced which helped^ to 
develop and subsequently to implement a national plan for community 
development, one ^f th^ first, major program announcements of the_newly , 
independent Government of Kenya early in 1964. ^ T" S-^

The measure of the participant training programs, both domestic 
be taken today ^ the high proportion of former 

in every branch of the senior civil 
Focus of the mission throughout was to build upon .existing■

/

•v

and in the U.S., can 
AlD-gponsored leaders who are now

service.
institutions, traditions and customs--fortunately the Kenyans had a 
vital leadership to respond to the American initiative.

1 fkniliar ^o local peoplfe the mission was able to* 
the modem notion of 'self-help' into something meaningful

By building on"
I

language and mores 
translate 
for ihost tribes. ■ vvy „ 

'.p- 4*
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fleorts to enhance intertribal 
For example, as part of their .field

The progrsun .also made conscious e
contact and the sense of nationhood, 
work training, community development personnel were stationed in areas * 
different from those of their tribe and background, not only in-terms'-
of language and culture, but also in matters jsficlimate, topography, .

It was an innovative step fob a country where tribal. ,and vegetation.
antipathies have been more a factor of national life than have modes 
of collaboration. While community development personnel subsequently

posted'with less priority attention being givert- to tribe, it would 
be difficult tb measure Kow mugh the sense of nationhood vfas enhanced*.. 
When pressed as to \diich tribes were really affected by Al6 programs, 

nominee acknowledged that only three or four of the largest out of

!

r
were

one
fifteen tribal communities has received most of the assistance. . •

Overall achievements in Kenya are commendable in both the social 
Per capita national product has risen to about,

V

•A

and economic sectors. j

■$140 and income distribution is somevdiat better than in most LDC's. 
Health care is superior to roost, wi-th one hospital bed per 774 people

Nutrition levels declined in

:

but only one physician for 7,800 people.
■eO's from a calorie level of 2290 to 2200 and daily protein intakethe

Housing is still poof, over half the 
of 1962: while education in formal '

to 68,'down from 72 grams daily.
dwellings were one room houses as 
schooling improves only slowly—Level. I up from 49% to 60%, -Level II •

Universityfrom 3% to 8% of their age group actually enrolled.up
9 .

education is comparable to Afghanistan in terms of numbers 4nd propor

tions.

SUMMARY >
\

While Kenya is not a show place for democracy or economic develop- 
have been effective because they were timely, inno- 

Training manpower for key positions at
meht, AID programs
vative, and well-conceived, 
all levels of government,, courtiined with mass-level agricultural and 
self-help community improvement.programs relevant to a majority of

Some consciousness of ethnic »'
the rural populace, ■ were the foci, 
traditions and AID impact on ‘those traditions was apparent in the pro- »'«

The' Kenyan example illustrates how to ehhanO.e human resourcegrams.
development within the constraints- of acceptable donor behavior.

.. -■ f.
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I contended in the "concept" paper that human resource development 
is a messy process to measure or analyse.' Despite ray own injunct>an that 
such raeasures must be culturally relevant to have much effectiveness,

The chief problem isI , my effort at evaluation leaves me dissatisfied, 
lack of reliable or relevant data.. Our information, derived from j.N.

‘ 4^ , is both gross and often non-comparable.’ Certainly it is un- i'-

sources
reliable, for we are dependent upon indigenous re-interpretations of 
mandates established by U.N. agencies for comparable measurement. What

regionally and ethnically relevant reporting on income dis-we lack is
tribution, en5)loyment, health, nutrition, and family planning.

This study also is limited by its method, a report on AID adminis- 
aluation of their own performance.. How can I evaluate the 

Some effort to do that was mMe in the tert of €he 
seened feasible because the U.N. data strongly confirmed or con

flicted with our nominees' opinions. 3y and large their comments were
reflections#about the 

is'^o^ ex-

It»
■i ' trators ^
; V evaluations? 

when it

cases,. • t ••;

♦

self-analytic, what was often missing were

larger goals of their respective missions. Perhaps that 
pected sipce their professional skillfi call for performance in fields 
of expertise, not in the generalizable principles of development itself. 

In writing up the interviews I 'am struck by the recurrent sense
The "counterpart"of successful teamwork mentioned by the informants.

i.

concept is both pervasive and its priority highly pri-ed; yet T wonder 
about its'.importance if Mevelopment criteria is mass impact rather

tentative observation, what is morethan elite collabora,tion.- That is a 
striking is the cultural loyalty amq^ most of our two dozen nominees.

to have achi^ed that rare human condition of becoming. About half seem 
, bi-culturai.
to "their" country and move easily in the interstices of the society.
In most cases'their involvement stretched over a decade, with occasional

0"With several salient' exceptions I felt they could return

1
• X , assignments elsewhere but .with persistent interest.

Cdijcem for thd now-popular issues* of tmployment, income distri-.
not evident in their earlier experience, when , 

tied to the mechanical theories 
The majority of cases are not rebounding *

bution, and nutrition was 
capital and technical assistance was more 
of economic develojment. 
successes in these fields, from what measurements and evaluations we have.

•V
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Cleariy, the multiple missions of various programs confused the means and - • 
ends. The Kenya case is outstanding because the mission really seemed 
to knowvwhat it was doing, whereas the pch larger programs in Type 

< and II cases' suffered frjm counter-vailing activities. ■ .

Since American strategy for bilateral assistance is being modified,^
“ with focus shifting from the large states to smaller and less politically 

sensitive countries, one can hope that U.S. contributions to human re-

4^:-
■■

t
,-V

development will be better defined and more evident in the future.source

Two decades is a short tipe to institutionalize any major human activity 
on a wo*4d-wlde basis. Lookir^ towaacd the '80's, we should scan pur
past approaches quite critically and focus more directly on what we 

"better human conditi(Ml».. ipren thoiigh that means’
■ -,,

want achieve', a 
great^. sensitivity to indigeous values 'and ; institutional development .
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NOMINEES INTBiVIEWED rfi■ 5

■ 'v n■ \ %
■jv--Hr.. Robert J. Ballabt^e fi.'■■

•; /Dr. Joel Bernstein • »# 0
Or, T. Q. Clark 

Vr. John Cooper 
Dr. Milo Cox

. :-v,c ■'■ -

.. ■' «*. : ‘'

• ^- rjy ^
4' ::'i:v.:* s

•i
Dr. Kargin Foreman«# "4I Dr. Eleanor Green - -'
Dr. Janes Green - .» r'r?'-

■-*t
ftDr. Leon Hesser 

Dr. Abrahan Hirsch;
Dr. Christiine ajgerW*’*" 
Mr. Ullnont L. James 
Mr. Robert Johnson

'*

14 #I::•»
V

• •r\ it'*

Dr. Robert G. Johnson
. (<.' '■

Dr. Alvin Lackey
1 Mr. David Mathia^ffli 

Mr. Russell S. IfcCfure
{

\, Dr. William Miner ■

. Dr. Raymond Moyer •- # •
Mr. Richard Podol .

, Mr. PhUip Schwab' 
Df^Alexander Shakow -

• -» .•
V

t*

i i-;'rMr. Mark WM-d

rnterviews.were conducted between July 18 and July 25, 1973 in Washington,. 
D.C. The interviewer was Dr. John Badgley, assisted by Ifr. Raymond Ahearn. 
and Miss Marcie. Berman.
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SOCIAL INDICATORS .1
•' i

<*HEALTH Pop. per physician •Pop. per be
! ■

■• 18,655

1,953 (1969)

7, 05.1■ 1971 ■Afganistan

Brazil 2741968

4,795 (1970)1, 571.1968India
/\

27,6551,452* 1971Indonesia

7,829

2, 133
4; 018.
3, 170 . ■ 

7,971

12,236

7741970 •Kenya !

‘1, 823
2, 570

1971Korea

1968Pakistan

2, 9761969Taiwan

8431970Thailand

- !4781970Vietneun. «• * I
f

T=Total, U=Urban, R=Rural**H0USfNG . <
0K\

% Z ot more persons/ri•^with one rm.Average Size

Afganistan 
• .

Brazil '(U-196?). 4.7

India (U-1960)

2.8%3.5%
■»

53%1.9

1.7Indonesia

41.1% 
‘ ' f8.-9%

52.9% . •Kenya (U-1962) 1.9

45.7%1.9Korea

59%56.5%Pakistan (0*1960) 1.8

Taiwan (T-1966) 
Thailand

/,
., 23.5%, '1.8

s.-

' _ •AVietnam
/

♦United N^ions Statistical Yearbook. ,1972 Table 202 
**United Nnions Statistical Yearbook./ 1972 Table 203

./
/

*
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♦URBAN TRENDS: Extent of Sltuns
Urban Annual 

Uncontrolled Growth Rate % Urbant

Potulation

itfganistan 1970 Kab^ 
1961 Rio

2.3% 7%500, 000
4.6% 54% ,27%3, 326, 000Brazil

2.9% 19%33%1961-Calcutta 6, 700, 000India

4.2% 18%25%Indonesia (1961 Djalarta) 2,906,000

5.1% 9%Kenya.

64%.4.1%(1970-Seoul) 440,000 Dwel
lings

30%Korea

4.3% ■* 16%-1970 Kataphi 3,246,000 
(1966 Taipei) 1, 300,000 

(1970 Ban^cat 2, 100, 000

Pakistan

64%•25% 4.1%.Taiwan

.13%4.5%Thailand

I-
%

«
*■

♦World Bank, Urbanization. Sector Paper, J\ine 1972.
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*mrrRiTioS Grams Protein DailyCalories
i,65 '20601964-66

1970

Afganistan

672820Brazil

51 J2030
1990

1960-62
1969-70

■ India 49

:j|;1930
1920

1961-62
1970

Indonesia

-
722290

2200
1961-63
1970

-i Kenya 61

5'1962
1969

Korea 72
y

il 'r2090
2410

1960-62
.1970

- Pakistan «
\ %

. »
592350

2620

2210 *

1960-62
1969

Taiwan 68)>

V 511964-66Thailand i■m

4922001964-66Vietneun

0

f

ii

\ •
i

L- ' •
t . •! 1 •# ^

■i: i
I
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♦United Sations Statistical Yearbook. 1972 TaJjde 162 %
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y
: . EDUCATIOI

■ Enrolljnent ratios derived from INESCO StatlsUcal Yearbook 1971 Table 2.7, 
pp. 120 ff. inpercentages of age groupl ~ ’ ■

'!
Count; Levefl. I Level II Level III.*•

Total Fem iotal Fern Total Fem 1Type I
96 27 14 k.7 1.6

iOb 101 38 . 30- * 7.2 3*7
'Combined Levels T.& II) . ■
hi 36
78 73

Korea;
/
Taiwan
1970)

•K-
1950
1968

i960Thailand ,! ;:l
-ai 3:f

12 1.117
1968 13 1.3

V.
i960 . 37Vietnam 5 .32
1969 28100 91 2.9

Type IIi
11 * 10 1.58 .89
25 25 '*.36 3.21

1* 1.69'^.#. .57
56 39 15 . 7 2.65 1.13

i960Brazil 100 101
128 1291969 .

i960 1*2 26India IQ
1965i
19^; .
1969 =.

•60 53 • 6Indonesia .53
• ^ 70 - 63

S If
10

■Pakistan I96O
1969

.3 , 1.85 
. 7, 3.60

.'*311
16 1.18

Type Til , ,, 
ft^ianistan I96O

1969
1 ■ .'S.•liv10 2 .13 .02* )

20 .. 6 .385 1.0 .12 .
U9 . 31 
60 1*8

2 .O'! .01
k .67 .11

i960 . 3. Kenya «
81968 *

* Age- Groups
'4

i-6 - lULevel I 
. Level II 15-18 

Level III 19 - 22 ■ I
,4.

*
■ c

•</
/ f

■ft. -■
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EDUCATION (cont.)
Graduates, Level tH with distribution by field, Op.Cit. 
Table 2.18 *

.V-
I>• -

*Sci 8e Engln.Social Sci.Total humanities EducationCountry
Type I

2,27a' 
8,600 "
^ed.)
^712

16,090

U-,397 
* 7,65e

(Nat. S'oi.)
■ 5,590

U0,000

i960 ' 16,837 3,*+^)
1969 35,6W4 3,898

■ 212 
7,050

Korea

(By field of Study, Table 2.I**)
It,232 

61,259

Taiwan
1955 l8,17!t 1,051 
1968 161,337 10,653 /

95lt 7331,096
1,521

1961 U,669
1967 7,363

207Thailand 8701,613307

Vietnam . tf

r* ■ «"t ' Type II
2,300 
18,300 •

62,000

2,100 
12,127 ,

, 18,000 
23,000

I960' 17,577 2.^.
1969 55,793 6,800

i960 179,000 116,700 19
1965 262,500 119,913' 30

1,930 
3,833 .

Brazil
»

India

. Indonesia - - - -
Pakistan i960 18,558

1^7 48,425 25,866 -3,993
. 3,600 
6,700

9,900 "i',402 '1,517.
5,931

' I
Type III ft

J
A‘69 4029Afghanistan I96I ' ' 300

1969 • 728 , 103 »'■

,59

61142< ;
31151431965 22Kenya 146109118463 . 301969
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